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Palavras-chave 
 

Curadoria, cidades de pequena e média dimenção, managment, exposição de
arte contemporânea.  
 

Resumo 
 
 

Nesta dissertação, apresento os resultados de um projecto cujo objectivo era
desenvolver e experimentar um modelo eficaz e executável de projecto de
curadoria em cidades de pequena e média dimensão em Portugal. O conceito
de ART-MAP (Moving Curatorial Project) é resultado de pesquisa teórica e
reflexão sobre os espaços municipais de exposição e sobre a possibilidade da
apresentação de arte contemporânea nesses lugares. Para testar se esse
projecto de curadoria é realizável e se existem condições para continuá-lo, a
primeira experiência foi desenvolvida em Aveiro. A exposição internacional,
intitulada "A Poética do Visual” ocupou dois espaços municipais e dois
espaços culturais privados na cidade, e reuniu 111 artistas de 25 países
diferentes. O evento de arte foi realizado em colaboração com a Câmara
Municipal de Aveiro e a Universidade de Aveiro. Esta primeira experiência
mostrou que existem todas as condições para a apresentação de arte
contemporânea nas cidades de Portugal, e que este projecto pode ser
replicado em outras regiões do país. 
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Abstract 
 

In this dissertation, I present the results of a project which aim was to find out
and try an effective model of independent curatorial project executable in small
and medium cities in Portugal. The concept of Moving Curatorial Project ART-
MAP is a result of theoretical research and reflection about municipal exhibition
spaces and possibility of presentation of the contemporary art in these spaces.
To test if this curatorial project is realizable and if there are conditions to
continue it, a first trial was implemented in Aveiro. A curated international
exhibition, entitled “A Poética do Visual" occupied two municipal and two
private gallery spaces and brought together 111 artists from 25 different
countries. The art event was carried out in collaboration with the Municipality of
Aveiro and the University of Aveiro, and involved several private cultural
spaces in the city. This first experience showed that there are all conditions for
the presentation of contemporary art in small and medium size locations in
Portugal, and for this project to be replicated in other regions of the country. 
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Introduction 

Nowadays no exhibition happens without a curator. Most of the curatorial activity is 

developed in big cultural capitals or on the behalf of international biennales, and curation 

is strongly involved in the discourse about centralization and globalization of art.  

In this dissertation I explore an alternative possibility of the artistic curation - organization 

of contemporary art exhibitions on periphery. The conditions which I observed when 

thinking to develop a curatorial project permitted to raise several questions and constituted 

the challenge of this dissertation. The aim of this project can be described as finding an 

effective model of organization of temporary art exhibitions in small and medium cities in 

Portugal relying on available exposition and human resources at these places. The project 

is about artistic curation, which includes thematic choice of artworks and creation of 

narratives in the exhibition space; and it also contains the elements of an artistic service 

design (Morelli, 2002), because it proposes to bring an artistic participation to small and 

medium size cities in Portugal. The ART-MAP (Moving Curatorial Project) is a network 

exhibition proposal, conceived to be very flexible: responding to the requirements, 

exploring the potentials and adjusting to the demands of local exhibition spaces and public. 

The field of curatorial work in the periphery, e.g. engaging municipal exhibition centers is 

very little studied in Portugal. Before constructing an esthetical discourse this research had 

to obtain the necessary knowledge about the management of an art exhibition. 

Consequently, a big part of this dissertation is devoted to the organizational issues. The 

available knowledge about the artistic curation was studied and reformulated for the local 

conditions. As the research shows, nearly most of the small and medium size cities in 

Portugal maintain a proper exhibition space like a City Museum or a Cultural Center which 

can provide a perfect stage for the realization of this moving curatorial project. The results 

of the executed project prove the capacity of Portuguese cities to receive big art events.  

The organizational algorithm, its objectives and difficulties have been tested in Aveiro and, 

in some extent, will be relevant to the future exhibitions in other regions of Portugal. 
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Experience obtained during the organization of the exhibition in Aveiro can be considered 

as a foundation for the ART-MAP Moving Curatorial Project.  

 

Structure of dissertation  

This dissertation, a project-based research, is an empirical study developed as a theoretical 

inquiry, concretization and realization of an art exhibition. It was not easy to separate and 

organize this experience because in practice, both tasks, the management and the artistic 

curation were carried out simultaneously. Thematically we can divide this research and its 

practical culmination into two parts; each part consist of two chapters; first part discuss the 

management of the ART-MAP Moving Curatorial Project and the second part is devoted 

to the artistic curation and description of the exhibition which was formed in Aveiro. 

The First Part presents a bibliographical research about the exhibition spaces and 

conditions, describes the job of artistic curator and formulates questions concerning ART-

MAP. According to bibliography (Duarte, 2009), and my own experience and reflection on 

the lack of communication between Portuguese cultural centers, artists and public, there 

clearly exists a space for a proposal which I make in this dissertation. The three questions 

formulated in the First Chapter led to solve the organizational matters and to conceptualize 

the “service design” part of this research. Influenced by the idea of codependence of 

culture, tourism and local development, the First Chapter tries to find an effective model of 

organization of art exhibitions in small and medium size cities in Portugal in the conditions 

of low cultural budget, activating the recourses which are available on the places. The 

indicative bibliography providing the necessary argumentation is constituted by articles on 

cultural management and cultural reports. This literature mostly talks about the big 

international art events, draws the picture of contemporary art scene and disputes the 

matters which contemporary curation cultivates through both theory and practice. Such 

globalized view of the curatorship represents a new advantageous line of thinking and 

needs to be studied and considered, however certain strategies are not directly applicable to 

the project carried out in the periphery, consequently I introduce to the study other 

opinions, such as Stearn (2013) and Macdonald (2012) who stay for the decentralization of 

art and for the return of independent curatorial practice to the museum space. For the 

description of the the exhibition places in Portugal academic articles and annual reports 
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were mostly used, both European and Portuguese, such as OECD (2005), Cardoso (2013), 

Centeno (2008), Duarte (2009) and Silva (2007) featuring numbers of spaces, 

circumstances in which these exhibition spaces persist, the effects caused for the local 

economies by the development of cultural activity or by the reduction of it. The Second 

Chapter conceptualizes the project and contains a report about the realized exhibition 

project, management, communicationand logistics and describes the experience of 

collaboration with Museum of the City of Aveiro.  

The Second Part is devoted to the reflection about state of art and the possibility of 

curation of the contemporary art in small and medium size cities in Portugal, which leads 

to construction of a discourse in the form of art exposition. The Third Chapter is the 

theoretical part and concerned with the issues of audience, space and subject and presents a 

bibliographical research about the conventions of organization of an exhibition space. The 

study relies on several sources, such as well known Inside The White Cube by O´Doherty 

(1976); The Man Without Content by Agamben (1994) who approaches the same essential 

issues as O´Doherty with a new argumentation; the doctoral thesis devoted to the forms of 

organization of exhibitions by Tzorti (2005) whose analyzes and comparison of the ways 

of organization of permanent and temporary art exhibitions in the six worldwide renown 

museums, such as TATE and Museum of Louisiana, provides a necessary understanding of 

the subject, the doctoral dissertation of Jozwiak (2013) whose focus, the question of 

meaning making in contemporary art, gives clues to distinguish between the roles of artist, 

viewer and curator in the apprehension of art; and several  other bibliographical sources 

and academic articles on art and on curation which are helpful in establishing a point of 

view  on the subject and allow to pull some lines essential for this discussion.  

The Forth Chapter presents the curatorial concept of the exhibition which was run in 

Aveiro, describes the principles by which the artworks were selected and distributed in the 

galleries and contains several examples of the exposition arrangement. 

In the conclusion I make a summary of the results of this project and propose possible 

improvements which should be introduced to the future exhibitions. The artistic encounter 

which took place has many characteristics of the biennale; however I would prefer not to 

call it so, because nowadays the biennale turned up a very popular word which is attributed 

to any artistic event to gain more importance even if it happens only once.  The feedback 

of this exhibition can be considered quite positive.  
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Methodology  

This is definitively a qualitative and empirical research. Questions formulated during the 

theoretical study manifest themselves in the practical work. The three concerns: intuition, 

conditions and theoretical material (Flick 2009), mark the territory where this research 

work has been developed. These three cornerstones are exactly the moments which I find 

important to concentrate on along this dissertation and the decisions which were made take 

into account each of these points. 

According to Suri (2008) intuition is what we start the research with; it is a notion that 

there are some voids and if we bring the discourse that way, eventually some questions and 

clues would emerge. And in the artistic or curatorial study intuition can become indicative 

(McNif 2007:40), especially if at certain points there emerge contradictions within 

common opinions, conventions and facts. Suri (2008:55) proposes what she calls an 

“informed intuition”, which in the author´s opinion is the best way for doing an art 

connected research. “Research that brings rich information will provide not just facts, but 

insights and possible reasons behind the facts”. As Marshal & Rossman (1999:42) refer, 

when doing a qualitative research, although it starts with an intuition, after formulating the 

idea it is important to solicit references in literature to get informed about the area of 

research, consider “limitations of the study” and encounter further prospective. What I was 

looking for in this dissertation was to find a balance between the intuitions of what the 

project should be, the existing conditions for its realization and the established strategies 

ofthe artistic curation. The chosen methodology, qualitative research, approaches the 

subject from several perspectives and finds equilibrium between them through practice.  

According to the nature of this project (which has been characterized as “service design”) 

there should be coordination between theoretical base and practical work. Satwicz & 

Morrissey (2011:196), in the article reflecting about the efficiency of museums, mention 

the “research-based practice”; they say that such approach can be more “thoughtful” and 

more “purposeful” in the relation of refreshing the relations between museums, content and 

visitors.  

In the paper of Horvath (2007:8), concerning methodology of design research, the 

“practice-based design research” is described as the approach in which “Researchers in art 
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are pursuing new knowledge through practical activity and interventions in the production 

of artifacts (images, objects, performances, or events)”. So the project is at the same time 

an observation. In his opinion, practice-based research is a very recent and experimental 

form of academic enquiry that is just starting being seen as potential by the institutions 

involved with artistic research. On the contrary, the Royal College of Art considers 

practice-based research as the most appropriate for the artistic study and has defined 

several criteria for the practice-based research, such as: “(I) purposive - based on 

identification of an issue or problem worthy and capable of investigation, (II) inquisitive - 

seeking to acquire new knowledge, (III) informed - conducted from an awareness of 

previous related research, (IV) methodical - planned and carried out in a disciplined 

manner, and (V) communicable - generating and reporting results, which are testable and 

accessible by others” (Frankel & Racine 2010:4). And it seems proper to keep in mind the 

five criteria identified above while working on the project.   

Considering mentioned above opinions, we can conclude that theoretical base accumulated 

during the bibliographical research gives lines for thinking and organizing of the ART-

MAP exhibition.  While the practical work, even if it was conducted according to the plan, 

assumed a possibility of changes due to emergence of conditions, possibilities and 

difficulties. The theoretical knowledge facilitated planning and execution of the exhibition, 

and experience gained through the practical part permitted further reflection developed in 

the dissertation. The conclusions made after performing of the practical part will serve for 

the improvement of the concept for the future exhibitions. 
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Part I. Concept of ART-MAP 

Chapter 1 

From international artistic curation to local museums 

 
“Think globally, act locally” 

-Patrick Geddes 

1.1 Introduction 

First it is important to describe the context in which the ART-MAP project was developed 

and the conditions which make it actual. In this sense, I study the literature which mentions 

the “Boom of museums” in the 1980s and 90s which produced a big amount of exhibition 

spaces, which, specifically in small and medium size locations in Portugal can gain by 

including the ART-MAP in their program. Relying on literature which discusses the 

process of centralization of contemporary art and forms of artistic curation, this research 

allows formulating several questions concerning the exhibition space, engagement of 

artists and audience and communication as a necessary basis for the concept of ART-MAP. 

 

1.2 Overview of profession of curator and curatorial activity 

To introduce the project we should start with the definition of curation. However, 

nowadays it is quite difficult to delineate what curation is1. ”In extended use to curate 

means to select the performers or performances to be included in a festival, album, or 

programme; also, to select, organize and present (content) on a web site” (Sköldberg and 

Woodilla 2014 :2).  

Through O’Neill (2007, 2012), Osborne (2013) and Obrist (2011) fundamental reviews, we 

can understand primary the scale and importance which the curatorial practice has 

internationally gained since the 1980s. According to O’Neill (2007) curators step out from 
                                                           
1The concept of curation long time stepped beyond the artistic area. According to Schrader (2010), curation 
has expanded on many areas, taking up more functions, appropriating new levels of cultural influence, we 
can mention curation in the relation of culture and leisure, science, new technologies, internet, achieve, health 
and anything.  Inevitably the whole idea about curation turns mystified or starts being fashionable (Gaskill, 
2011:4). 
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the “white cube”, liberate art from the institutions, and abandon gallery space to approach 

new perspectives of display and interaction. Yet there is no unique identification for the 

artistic curation. 

Newcomb (2011), in "The Roles of The Artist & Curator”, insists on the significance of the 

curator as a mediator between artistic practice and its visibility2. Maanen (2009) outlines 

that the domain of distribution/representation of art should not be forgotten in the discourse 

of contemporary art3 because the work of art makes sense only if being seen by an 

audience, and presentation of artistic activity is the job of a curator.  

Gaskill (2011:2) points out that activity of a curator is always situated within the 

“dynamic” of culture and society. “Contemporary curators are summarized with a range of 

descriptive words such as caretaker, facilitator, mediator, catalyst, context provider, 

collaborator and negotiator”. Curator can be more focused on the organization and 

communication moments or on the questions of display, depending on his/her priorities 

and on the social demand.  

The actions of curating mean different things to different curators, who again work in different 

contexts and situations, locations and sites. …curating is about the creation of new contexts through 

the bringing together of artworks, artists, private intentions, space etc, but also responding to the 

contexts of the artworks that I seek to curate, and opening up a discourse (Gaskill 2011:4). 

Schrader (2010:10-12) distinguishes three types of curators: I. Caretaker, II. Exhibition-

maker and III. Facilitator; and further provides descriptions of those identities.  

I. Caretaker, the author says, is the indoor curator, working with the collections or 

archives of museums and institutions; is often engaged in creating of expositions with a 

didactic purpose. This is the most traditional vision of the role of the curator, a specialist 

employed by the institution.  

                                                           
2“I consider the curators role to have been extended in recent times, not by the creative possibilities that the 
job now entails, but more the opportunities the curator has at his or her disposal. The curator is a position of 
power in the current art world as they can offer these opportunities to fresh artistic talent, supporting them 
throughout their entry in the current art world” (Newcomb, 2012:12). 
3 “The domain most underexposed is undoubtedly that of distribution. In many cases this domain is 
understood as an extension of art production, whether in the form of exhibitions or performances. But even in 
that particular case the fact is that audiences meet an extensive aesthetic service, with the original artwork at 
its core, but it is this service as a whole that will attract people, make an aesthetic experience possible for 
them and carve out a place in their lives. So, the column of distribution, in which the aesthetic production is 
transformed and made available in events, is very central to the functioning of an art world, in that it brings 
production and reception together and organizes the aesthetic experience in specific ways” (Maanen 
2009:14). 
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II. Exhibition Maker is an independent curator, practically an artist who has his/her style 

and techniques and works on creating of a discourse. The level of collaboration with 

artists and their objects depends solely on how well they correspond to the concept of 

the curator. Producing sights and exhibitions of high and often historical quality the 

exhibition-maker “presents a ‘meaning-making experience’, in which works support a 

narrative”.  

III. Curator as Facilitator; Schrader (2010) refers to it as a practice based on collaboration 

with artists: organizing, managing and mediating. This type is flexible, some of the 

curators work for the institutions, others are independent professionals; the level of their 

responsibility and engagement depends on the circumstances of their projects.  

 

According to Sköldberg & Woodilla (2014:1) “the individuals, called facilitators […] 

maintain direct contact with company management, artists, and employees engaged in the 

process. The role of the facilitator is unclear, yet metaphorically it is similar to that of the 

contemporary curator”. 

After observing points of view of several authors on what curator is, we can conclude that 

the range of tasks which a curator can perform is very wide, what allows to frame different 

kinds of activity related to the exhibition making into the definition of curation, and to 

choose, combine and adjust the role depending on the particular case of the exhibition and 

its context. 

Here must be made a remark that when we talk about curation we actually talk about 

exhibitions, events or organization of space. Available bibliography on the curatorial 

practice and on history of curation mostly consists of the exhibition and biennale 

catalogues and of other similar records. “The history and theory of curating4 is intertwined 

with the actions of exemplary curators, frequently recorded through interviews” 

(Sköldberg & Woodilla 2014:2). Vougel (2012) suggests that “the curator speaks of and for 

the object that he/she has produced. Even when curators do not speak about their own 

exhibitions, they nevertheless speak from a position that is not that of a supposedly 

objective outsider”. The author notes that critical essays and forewords for the exhibition 

catalogues often look like a poetical or philosophical writing, revealing the essence of 

curatorial through language. So the curatorial “speech” becomes an indication for 

                                                           
4 Vogel (2012: 48) goes further, proposes “That curators are both the speakers as well as objects of their own 
analysis is both symptom and cause of curatorial discourse”. 
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reflection; curatorial words are not a monologue, curatorial words are a discourse with a 

challenge, nearly first hand conversation, which naturally allows itself to balance between 

academic vocabulary, artistic metaphors and everyday speech (Vougel 2013:48). 

Studying literature on the “curatorial beginning” is another essential matter for the 

planning of this project. First I would like to mention the references which are important to 

consider but which can be misleading by creating unfeasible objectives for this research, 

due to the difference in scale and conditions between the curatorial projects described by 

these authors and the present project. There is a wide choice of literature (O’Neil 2007, 

Belting 2009, Breston 1998) and plenty of manuals for the emerging curators who aim to 

collaborate with modern galleries and big events. Curatorial courses propose to study the 

examples of central contemporary exhibitions (Biennale of Venice, Art Basel etc.). 

According to these sources, contemporary curation is more concerned with discourse than 

with artists or artworks. It became prestigious to elevate the curatorial activity, making 

point on its independence from the market or any material allusion. Sholette (2002) brings 

to consciousness that such immaculate make-up of the contemporary art serves the market. 

Obviously, the idea of experimentation and “creation of discourse”5 has its seductive effect 

when starting a curatorial project. However, the expectation of curatorial activity to be 

nearly laboratory practice can become a discouraging moment for someone who is 

planning an exhibition project in a small city in Portugal.  

Fortunately, there are some suggestions concerning curatorial “beginning” which are more 

indicative for a curatorial project at the periphery. MacDonald (2012:6) proposes that 

“Self-starter activity can perhaps be more responsive, more fleet-footed and better able to 

engage with local and specific contexts than academic structures allow”. Although the 

author reflects about curatorship in post-soviet Armenia, her central idea is about 

adaptation of the curatorial practice to the actual socio-cultural conditions in a specific 

region. Despite the notion that contemporary curatorship is mostly concerned of the issues 

evolving meaning and perception, MacDonald points that in some regions economical, 

cultural and political conditions may not be sufficient to conduct curatorial work on the 

same level. In these circumstances curation might include, as an important part, some tasks 

which in other cases are provided by the organizations, such as logistics, montage, 
                                                           
5 We might mention exhibitions in the category of ‘relational aesthetics’, which according to Bourriaud 
(2002:17-18) become the “arena of exchange”, or the kind of project- or research-based exhibitions that 
revolve primarily around the “production of discourse”, which involves“ a whole new repertoire of 
typologies that dissolve the traditional formats of solo, group, and thematic shows” Vogel (2012:46). 
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promotion and even cleaning. Nevertheless, as it is described below, the paper of a 

curatorial project in a small city in Portugal is very creative, but rather due to the 

emergence of unpredictable circumstances than due to deliberate search for originality.  

Formally MacDonald (2012) distinguishes “artist/curator”, “organizer/curator” and 

“cultural manager/curator”. Yet, to be a curator, MacDonald claims, “is to be someone 

somehow in-between”.  Hovnannisyan (2012:20)6 calls it a “Hybrid” curatorial practice. 

And such relevant advice allows proceeding to the concretization of conditions in which 

the Moving Curatorial Project ART-MAP was developed. The following observation based 

on reading of Ardin (2012), Belting (2009), Silva (2007), Duarte (2012), Centeno (2008), 

Gogolos (2010) and others who focus on the problems of museums in small and medium 

size locations in Europe and particularly in Portugal, helps to understand actual socio-

cultural conditions and the state of art.  

 

1.3 Boom of Museums 

There is a historical, of about 50 years, process of establishment of the institutional 

theories connected with new museums and profession of curation. This complex process 

has been studied by many art historians and sociologists.  

According to Ardin (2012) traditional museological model based on preservation, isolation 

and protection was shaken, what provoked an auto-critical direction in order to find new 

ways and solutions7, to “reinvent a museum” (Ardin 2012:24-25). After the museological 

crisis is in the 1960s (O’Neill 2007:241) and further reformulation of the museum 

structure, function and identity, the institutions realized a need for a “new blood”: fresh 

ideas and critical thinking. That actually made the curator as an exhibition organization 

specialist: a critic, who was responsible to approach the collection or the concept of the 

museum8 in a contemporary way. That innovatory line developed into institutional critic9 

                                                           
6Eventually, in Portugal the “Hybrid” model is probably more applicable, (in contrast with countries with 
bigger cultural budgets or countries where the culture sector is more developed and curatorial practice tends 
to be refined into and discourse around artistic process). 
7“a sudden break or shift in attitudes, within the cultural sector, took place not that long ago and that these 
oppositional ideas and influences are fighting for space because they cannot exist side by side. Implicitly, 
they suggest that in the past, a traditional museum existed which is now replaced by a re-modeled museum 
which will eventually be prevailing and dominant in the current “Knowledge Age” (Ardin 2012:23). 
8 Early example: Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago – Packed, Christo, 1968. 
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and emerging of these theories stimulated the so-called “Boom of Museums”10 in the 80s 

and 90s. 

According to O’Neill (2010:248-249), at the same time (80s and 90s) there were 

manifested two tendencies important for the subject of this dissertation: 1) since 1989 the 

curatorial practice started gaining independency and moved out from the  institutions to 

explore new possibilities; 2) all artistic activity started showing the impulse for 

globalization which includes centralization and “Biennalization”: creating international 

points of artistic concentration (such as Biennales, Salons and art Fairs) for artists, critics, 

curators and audience from all over the globe (Belting 2009:7). O’Neil indicates the 

positive effect of biennales which provide more liberal and interactive mode of the 

presentation of art together with opportunities for an informal professional dialogue. In 

those circumstances shift of the artistic activity towards biennales is adequate11; on the 

other hand, it may contribute to the comprehension of relation between museums and 

global art events as competitive (Mauhler 2002). Museums started being perceived as 

archaic organizations comparing to the dynamic international art events.  

Stearn (2013:36) reflects that realizing a need for a transformation and for gaining more 

sufficiency12, museums since the 80s started engaging artists and independent curators to 

make contemporary reviews of their permanent collections. So called “interventions” are 

“Utopian projects are invited back into the space of a ‘real’ museum as commissioned 

                                                                                                                                                                                
9Several currents of “new museology” have been formed: Representational critique, Museological critique 
(British model), Postcolonial critique and New French Museology. According to (Vergo 1989:17) 
Museological critique (British Model) is mostly applicable to the museums with an accumulated cultural 
heritage, since it questions the content of the proper collection in its relation to the contemporary world, 
contemporary art and art market. This approach is museum centered and investigates the new significations 
which can be introduced as actual bridges between the society and a certain collection. Representational 
critique sees the role of a museum as an authority socio-cultural vehicle which by its modes of representation 
interrogates social political and ethical aspects, and participates in formation of identity and opinions 
(Macdonald 2006:3). 
Post-colonial critic also concerns the content-collection of the museums, though clearly refers to the ways of 
reformulation of the colonial times collections and seeks to find alternative narrations for this collections 
rendered by respectful attitude to cultural environments of the nations whose artifacts are involved. 
New French Museology (Desvallées & Mairesse (2010:55); Ardin (2012:21) appeared in 1980s as a 
community orientated model, which favors cultural democracy and focuses on ethnological and regional 
patrimony. Supporting artistic initiatives of the community this model tends to reestablish the consciousness 
of the community in the relation to the local culture through participation and interaction. Obviously the 
described modes are not dogmatic structures and do not necessarily exist in a radically pure condition. 
10“As décadas de 1980/1990 confirmam-se como o período de boom dos museus durante as quais se dá a 
abertura de 58% das 530 unidades” (Duarte 2012:22). 
11 “the curators of exhibitions are already engaging in a complex network of global knowledge circuits that 
traverse and overlap with the other: each "biennial" is "in conversation" with the next, providing yet another 
momentary place of exchange of curatorial discourse across exhibitions” (O’Neill, 2010: 255). 
12comparing to the Biennalies. 
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artist interventions, re-making the ideal museum within the institution”. Many curators 

started drawing their activity back to the museums and work with “a collection as a 

medium” (Putnam 2001 in Birchall2012:5), making statements and building discourse 

through the reorganization of the museum collections or by introducing of  the 

contemporary artworks into the historical or thematic arrangements of the permanent 

collections13. This subject is important for the Third Chapter, where it will be developed in 

the context of the conceptual part of this project.  

 

1.3.1 Consequences of the boom of museums in Portugal 

In Portugal the “Boom of Museums” (Duarte 2012:17-22) was partly inspired by the 

success of European Union14, partly indicated by effective museum models,“entendido 

como instrumento fundamental da política cultural nacional” (Duarte 2012:18). In the 

light of expectation that artistic participation will flourish on that institutional basis, since 

80s numerous museums have been created15, which were supposed to become a cradle for 

the cultural activity and for formation of taste, especially in small locations. The new 

museums were expected to serve as procreative, cultural, educational and interactive 

platforms orientated on the visitors and responding the socio-cultural needs of population, 

“´explosão associativa´ dos vários setores culturais onde propalava o ideal da ‘arte para 

o Povo’” (Duarte 2012:17). Despite being fully equipped, some of those museums are 

lacking agenda or not using all their potential.  

It is interesting to learn that a study of the economic efficiency of Portuguese Museums 

published by University of Santiago de Compostela shows that, in general, the 

performance of 285 observed museums is high. The conclusions were madeby evaluating 

the number of collaborators, the number of open days and the index of facilities (Carvalho, 

                                                           
13“Ultimately, artists’ museum utopias tend to be more about, as Haacke puts it, ‘museums as such’ rather 
than the particular objects within them, and it is this that ensures that they will always remain problematic as 
solutions in real museums which still understand their core business as enabling encounters between people 
and objects, rather than institutions” (Stearn 2013:44). 
14“…resultantes da entrada de Portugal na Comunidade Europeia (CE, hoje União Europeia) e 
correspondentes proveitos financeiros. É nesse contexto sensivelmente distinto que a nova Lei dos Museus 
fará a sua aparição” (Duarte 2012:17). 
15“No ano de 1981, o Instituto Português do Património Cultural (IPPC) elabora o que designa por Plano 
Museológico Nacional, inicialmente entendido como instrumento fundamental da política cultural nacional, 
mas que nunca chegará propriamente a ser implementado por falta de recursos humanos e financeiros e, 
também, em virtude de dificuldades de coordenação entre os diferentes setores que compunham o IPPC” 
(Duarte 2012:18). 
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Silva Costa, Carvalho 2014:34). These results are leading to a positive estimation: 

Portuguese museums have proper technical base and human recourses. However, it is 

important to point on the limitations of such study. And the limitation is: although the 

numbers show positive results in terms of the apparatus, there are other factors which can 

be more indicative in the estimation of the performance of a museum, such as exhibition 

program, community engagement, production, etc. Unfortunately, as Carvalho, Silva 

Costa, Carvalho (2014) admit, collection of such data as well as obtaining a valid feedback 

from many museums is quite impossible16.  

The referred study managed to observe 285 samples of Portuguese museums, however 

today in Portugal there are 319 Municipal Cultural Centers, 311 Municipal Art Galleries 

and 979 Municipal Museums17. These numbers eloquently bear witness to the fact that 

visual arts are highly developed in Portugal and the Cultural Agenda is dense, still this 

statement is true only in the capitals and in several developed regions. 

Ill. 1 Centro De Cultura Contemporânea, Castelo Branco, (image courtesy of 

http://castelobrancocidade.blogspot.pt/ posted by António Veríssimo)  

                                                           
16The study admits that “For Portuguese museums we have no knowledge of any study analyzing efficiency. 
The lack of studies may be explained by two major reasons. First, it is a recent subject in the literature. 
Second, the analysis requires data that is not easily available.” (Carvalho, Silva Costa, Carvalho 2014:14) 
Considering the big amount of museums and lack of data can we propose that not all of the existing museums 
have a valid data? 
17See http://www.igogo.pt/centros-culturais/The 
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 Ill.2 Centro Culrtural de Cascais, Cascais, (image courtesy of Câmara Municipal de Cascais) 

Silva (2007) clearly distinguishes three levels of cultural sustainability in Portugal, linked 

to territorial principles. The author unveils the fact that only those exhibition spaces which 

are situated in Lisbon, Porto and in several more promoted districts like Guimaraes and 

Óbidos have a concept of development and consonant agenda and/or exhibitions ongoing; 

other spaces in small localities18 manage their activity on the eventual level and their 

conceptual line is not defined, nor clearly announced19. Raposo (2008) points on the other 

detail which could escape from the evaluation of the efficiency based on the amount of the 

open days a year, saying that most Portuguese museums are closed on weekends, what 

prevents most of the working population to visit them, and also that reports of the 

museums can often be just formalities which do not reflect the actual situation.  

 

                                                           
18 Example: Municipality-run Museum of the City of Aveiro which exhibition space regularly holds 
exhibitions, though it remains undiscovered for most of public. From my personal experience of 
collaboration with exhibition for City Day, all necessary promotion materials were made, but the Press-
release did not appear in newspapers or magazines, the poster was printed too late and The City Day 
Celebration Agenda did not contain sufficient information about events in this Museum. 
19 “Rapidamente, contudo, se constata que a política museológica nacional ainda contém demasiadas 
indefinições e lacunas, ao mesmo tempo que é cada vez mais clara a percepção da grande maioria dos 
museus existentes não cumprir os critérios mínimos definidos em termos internacionais. Menos de dois anos 
passados, procura-se precisar e definir uma política museológica coerente” (see Duarte 2012:21-22). 
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Ill. 3 Centro Cultural Cartaxo, Architect: CVDB arquitectos 2005, Cartaxo, Portugal (image courtesy of 
ArciTravel Online Architectutre Guide) 

 

Ill.4 Centro Cultural Cartaxo, Architect: CVDB arquitectos 2005, Cartaxo, Portugal (image courtesy of 
Publico Jornal) 
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Ill.5 Centro Cultural da Gafanha da Nazaré (image courtesy of Câmara Municipal Ilhavo) 

 “Os museus continuassem fechados aos domingos, reconhecendo assim, sem o saber, que há muitos 

anos não visita museus… reconhecendo assim não saber o que são museus, por equipará-los a 

obscuros serviços, sem identidade, sem visibilidade pública e sem poder de iniciativa próprios. Por 

isso, quando se fala hoje, em Portugal, do papel dos museus enquanto agentes de mudança e 

desenvolvimento social, importa antes de tudo falar no lugar que eles ocupam junto dos media e dos 

decisores políticos. E a conclusão é que existe um gritante fosso entre a realidade do País, e dos seus 

museus, e ambas aquelas esferas da vida pública” (Raposo 2008:1). 

For the high index of facilities, Silva (2007) explains that local administrations in their 

political line prefer to make investments “na obra física”, which means construction and 

acquiring of equipment; and “visible” results of these investments can easily serve to 

support electoral programs.  

A verdade é que a maior parte das Câmaras tem desenhado para a cultura um programa - mas este 

não é um programa político, não se integra numa estratégia que vem a ser prosseguida ou que se 

propõe orientar, no futuro, os destinos e objectivos com que este sector se integra na estrutura 

política global. É normalmente uma lista de objectos, em busca de investimentos orientados para 

coisas: equipamento material (mas descurando a capacidade técnica, a formação) os espaços 

(descurando a sua judiciosa utilização efectiva, a procura real ou desejada do que tal espaço 

possibilita) os eventos (e muito raramente a capacidade de os criar, a formação de animadores e 

criadores), algum serviço (... mas sem cuidar nem prever os meios de o manter). Daí o contraste 

verificado: concelhos onde existem espaços, equipamento, a materialidade de algum serviço, de 

algum acontecimento (musical, plástico,...) e contudo a vida cultural estagna (Ferreira 2008:13). 
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There is, Silva (2007) notes, a reasonable delay in “approaching” of these establishments 

and equipment, deriving from the organizational as well as from the ideological reasons. In 

the report made in 2007, Silva makes optimistic predictions for the future full realization of 

“physical” investments, relying on the budget statistics actual for 2007, which announced 

613% constant increase of Culture budget in Portugal since 1986 (Silva2007:22). Recent 

research concerning cultural progress at the locations made by Duarte (2012) claims that a 

decrease of the cultural budget took place and that local museums in Portugal still have to 

obtain content and liquidity.  

It would be interesting to note that the described situation of the museums in small 

locations eventually persists in other European countries as well. Gogolos (2010:3) argues 

that:  

“There are apparently more than 30,000 museums in Europe, but only about 300 of them regularly 

hold major temporary exhibitions.  A lot of the medium and smaller size museums do not often 

participate in this type of cultural exchange, either because of lack of ambition or lack of resources, 

funds and expertise”. 

 

1.3.2 Temporary exhibitions as content for the local museums                                       

Several authors, who have studied the problem of the museums in small and medium size 

cities in Europe and in Portugal, acknowledge that museological models assumed in 

developed locations with big human recourses and tourist circulation cannot be applied 

with the same success to the cultural management on the periphery. Strategies of museums 

and cultural centers in small regional locations should be based on different principles than 

in the capitals. In the literature, we can find several visions for the possibility of 

improvement of the efficiency of local museums. Godolos (2010), Centeno (2008) and 

Duarte (2013) see the solution for cultural centers and museums of the periphery in putting 

the focus on the development of temporary exhibition programs. Some propose to form the 

collections from the available museum funds; others make an accent on the importance of 

temporary exhibitions related to the local identity. 

Gogolos (2010), as a collaborator of British Museum, suggests that local museums can 

form temporary exhibitions by exchanging of their collections. By his idea, the artifacts 

should not be kept in the same museum all the time; the museums are capable to furnish 
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new exhibitions by lending their collection to the other museums. Such centralized solution 

would need a good coordination between museums and their agenda in different 

municipals as well as a considerable investment related to logistics and insurance. “But 

lenders and borrowers must respect a series of ethical principles as well as quality and 

cost-effective standards” (Gogolos 2010:3). The author insists that museums themselves 

should realize the importance and assume the responsibility of making their collections 

visible and accessible for the public; they should program the events and promote them, 

providing cultural education for the community; however, one should be aware that such 

collaboration between museums would be costly.  

Centeno (2008) sees the mission of local museums in creating temporary collections which 

would correspond with the icons of local identity. Such educative collections would 

contribute to national awareness and promote cultures which are specific to the region.  

A proposta passa por uma vinculação fluida, que tem de ser construída espacial e discursivamente 

com a comunidade local, convertendo-a em protagonista da significação identitária que se vai 

associando a esses espaços. 'É possível conceber espaços onde aconteçam as obras de culto pelas 

quais uma determinada comunidade se identifica, se reconhece e se revitaliza. Afinal é isto 

programar! (Ribeiro 1998:6 in Centeno 2008:2983). 

If the two previous authors are determined that the initiative of forming temporary 

exhibitions should come from the institutions, Duarte (2013) insists on the urge of 

programming of diverse temporary exhibitions in the museums as a way to maintain those 

spaces actualized for public. However, the author does not imply the way in which the 

temporary collections should be formed; important is that through these collections the 

local museums would fulfill their goal of serving the community and could interact with 

the audience.   

«…» é imprescindível que a instituição museológica dê efectiva relevância às suas funções de estudo 

e investigação e de interpretação e exposição, as quais por diversas razões se têm mantido as menos 

remodeladas. Urge insistir na centralidade e protagonismo do ato expositivo, na investigação 

multifacetada que lhe deve estar subjacente e nas potencialidades da sua renovação periódica, 

elegendo como um alvo a combater as tão escassas e parcamente questionadoras exposições 

temporárias existentes (Duarte 2012:27). 

“Can curating make a change? And if so: how?” starts the introduction to the 4st issue of 

On Curating (2010) magazine: “As a result of the expanding market for contemporary art, 

the upsurge of biennials, art fairs and large group exhibitions, and the construction of 
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numerous new museums for contemporary art during the 1990s, the role of the curator has 

undergone profound changes”. The article recalls the above-discussed cultural phenomena 

which constitutes the problematic for this project. O’Neill, in the Curatorial Term (2010) 

admits that current art world has a strong intention towards globalization; Biennales 

become centers for art and for legitimating of art, imposing the objectives of the large-

scale events on the periphery, both in terms of the exposition approach and of strategies of 

the curatorial practice20. 

While the globalized art scene and curatorship21 develops its visions, concepts, terms, 

critical line and position towards contemporary art, what the curatorship could be like in 

the context of local cultural centers in small places?   

Should a curatorial project conceived for the municipal galleries in small locations in 

Portugal be the same kind as for Museums in London or for the Biennale of Venice, for 

example? Can the small institutions support such discourse and would it correspond with 

the needs of the local audience and of the local authorities? Is it possible that, before 

supporting the production of discourse of “dematerialization of the art object” (Sheikh, 

2009), local cultural centers will better welcome some works or events to materialize in 

them? 

 The argumentation presented above permits us to conclude that “devising a forward plan 

[…] means that organizations need a good understanding of the environment in which they 

work” (Waltl 2006:6). Now it is important to formulate the correct questions (Buchanan, 

1992) which will help to conceptualize the exhibition model and management which could 

fit for the municipal exhibition spaces and could be beneficiary for the participating artists 

and local cultural life.  

 

 

 

                                                           
20“Despite any curatorial self-reflexivity in recent large-scale exhibitions that may exist towards the global 
effects of "biennalization," periphery still has to follow the discourse of the center. In the case of biennales, 
the periphery comes to the center in search of legitimization and, by default, accepts the conditions of this 
legitimacy” (O’Neill 2010:246).  
21According to Mauhler (2002:10) Globalization of arts, biennalization and fortification of big art institutions 
with all its positive effects left aside the small scale local new established cultural centers of the periphery. 
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1.4 Formulating questions towards ART-MAP 

The specificity of the location, cultural conditions and proper space can suggest the 

direction/reference for the curatorial strategy. Macdonald (2012), in the “overview” to 

Every Curator’s Handbook, talks about the importance of taking into consideration “the 

current social-cultural, political and economic conditions of… contemporary art field and 

its institutions”, which includes: space, audience and subject. Contemporary conditions for 

exhibiting of art works are so various in different countries that inviting to search each 

time for an individual solution; maybe that complicates the work, but on the other hand 

provides many issues to reflect upon.  

In this chapter, I propose to refer space as ambience (by ambience I mean exhibition place, 

conditions, state of art in localities and objectives of the municipals concerning the cultural 

centers). Also, this curatorial project should include the artists as one of the questions to 

solve22. 

Now we can focus on three aspects which should be understood and coordinated for the 

organizational part of this project: I) ambience, II) participants and III) audience. As those 

aspects [to consider] may sometimes lay distant from each other, the balanced project 

should find a point of equal approximation to each of them. The theme of the exhibition 

will be discussed after the more detailed Third Chapter, devoted to the concept of 

exhibition space, audience and artistic curation. 

Regarding ambience, the question is: What kind of contribution for local cultural life, in a 

small municipality in Portugal, can the Moving Curatorial Project propose in order to 

obtain exhibition space and support?  

There can be involved several moments concerning policy of an exhibition space and 

objectives of municipalities. Making the proposal attractive for the municipals can 

facilitate communication, organization and obtaining possible support23. As already was 

mentioned, fortunately, in Portugal small localities normally offer the necessary conditions 

                                                           
22Municipal cultural centers are not very attractive for the artists; professionals prefer to compete in bigger 
cities for renowned projects and institutions. 
23“All too often the cultural policy of a city consists of a list of institutions and organizations that require 
annual funding; city cultural policy is often reduced to budget management…It is all too obvious when a 
policy has no real strategic application; it loses its sense of its social conditions of possibility…the motive 
and even policy was often in place, but the city lacked the kinds of governance required to implement it” 
(Vickery, 2013). 
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for the presentation of visual arts. There are exhibition spaces equipped and efficient to 

respond the contemporary artistic initiative and to support it. That includes gallery space, 

technicians, often light and montage systems and video projectors. Cultural centers are 

ready to receive craft, painting, sculpture, photography. From conversation with the 

responsible for exhibitions of Museum of the City of Aveiro, I was informed that the 

museum would like to present more of video art, installations and artistic workshops. Yet, 

lack of promotion and communication makes these spaces disadvantaged and the interest 

of artists is being switched to the capital. A study of OECD (2005:121), entitled Culture 

and Local Development, concludes that the situation on the localities is not encouraging for 

the artistic participation, in other words, many times the political lines leave apart the 

artistic production and investment in culture. The actuality of the Moving Curatorial 

Project can also be in the possibility of inviting national and international artists to exhibit 

in the local spaces; bringing the artistic participation to the local museums and this way 

gaining interaction of population24  and promoting the museums for the local public. As 

Duarte (2012) highlights from the recent history, the museum may be principally seen as a 

political tool by the local authorities, which does not exclude positive effect.  

Talvez deva igualmente aqui ficar dito que a ação dos Municípios e, nomeadamente, os seus efeitos 

em termos da criação de museus locais, também pode ser cruzada com os anos de eleições locais (na 

década de 1990: 1993 e 1997). De forma genérica, o poder local tem agido como promotor da 

valorização cultural, social e económica da localidade, no que os museus locais surgem, muitas 

vezes, como importantes veículos de reforço do sentimento de comunidade e enquanto seus ícones 

identitários, mas, indiscutivelmente, a criação de museus locais é também um claro meio de produção 

de capital político, enquanto tal usado em termos eleitorais (Duarte (2012:21). 

OECD (2005) provides keys for the other weak points: disconnection of museum and 

community, little use for the equipment, reduced visibility of collections and poor 

communication. By proposing to gain improvement for these points, the Moving Curatorial 

Project can become more interesting for the municipals. Besides, it can be advantageous 

                                                           
24“Cultural vitality, as a result of an attractive offer in terms of cultural infrastructures and a dynamic cultural 
agenda, is considered as being essential to create a distinct and livable atmosphere” (Tomaz  2012:6). 
“Culture is assumed by local and regional authorities as a driving force for their urban development despite 
different imaginaries. The distinct strategies make use of their history, culture, and identity to construct a new 
strategic vision” (Tomaz 2012:7). 
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making an accent on codependency of Culture and local well-being25. OECD studies the 

benefits of development which local places obtain by receiving cultural events26. 

While culture’s contribution is traditionally analyzed nation-wide, it can be examined at the local level 

as well. Today everyone recognizes the importance of cultural facilities to the life of a neighborhood, 

enhancing the image of a territory, and the benefits in terms of jobs and income generated by the 

tourist appeal of monuments, expositions and festivals. Apart from specific, individual examples, 

culture would appear to play a more fundamental role (OECD 2005:8). 

After evaluating the three presented possible benefits: local development, cultural 

attraction and promotion of exhibition space, we can conclude that the possibility of 

getting more agenda and circulation for the municipal space can be perceived as an 

advantage by the local authorities. Making accent on these points in the exhibition proposal 

can make the project more attractive for the direction of local cultural space.  

What benefits can the artists obtain by participating in the Moving Curatorial Project? 

What stimuli can make the project attractive for the participants?  

Normally the professionals wish to receive fees. However, this exhibition project is 

characterized by absence of possibility of financial compensation for participants. 

Consequently, one of the problems which this project has to solve is alternative solutions 

of gratification for the participants, which could still make the participation interesting for 

them. To understand what, if not a financial compensation, can make the project attractive 

for the artists to join, we should examine examples of other curatorial projects, 

professionals and galleries which organize collective art exhibitions in Portugal and 

abroad.   

The location of event is important: Art Studio gallery (managed by Paolo Doga), located in 

Venice, is a non-commercial gallery which organizes visual arts exhibitions for painters 

and sculptors from any country. Artists make their contribution with one or more artworks 

into a collective exhibition. Despite the fact that artists have to pay a fee to present their 

works (300 euro per artwork), participation is very attractive for them because of the 
                                                           
25 “Principalmente auxiliar à sua reorientação no sentido da comunidade e respectivo bem-estar” (Duarte 
2012:27). 
26OECD (2005) concentrates its attention on the touristic economical consequence of cultural activity which 
is a significant factor."In a sense, it acts as an investment in social capital, an intermediate consumer good 
and a final consumer good. … The most visible contribution of culture to local development lies in its ability 
to attract tourists and the consequent positive effects on spending, incomes and employment. The economic 
potential of culture for the territory is similar to an export potential, except that in this case it is not services 
that are exported but consumers who are brought in" (OECD, 2005:9). 
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location next to the Venice Biennale27. Exhibition in Aveiro, obviously, is not so 

prestigious as in Venice, however, Aveiro is called “Venice of Portugal” and the 

exposition spaces which receive the Art-Map exhibition are historical buildings of very 

central position.  

The possibility of continuity of the exhibition is important, because it contributes to the 

artists’ curriculum: International Surrealism Now is a curatorial project initiated by a 

Portuguese artist and curator Santiago Ribeiro. This project promotes contemporary 

surrealist artists. It started in 2012 and has been successfully traveling around the country. 

It is based on the collection of paintings provided by international participants. Exhibition 

is hold in different galleries around Portugal28. In April 2014, this exhibition was presented 

in the gallery of the Capitania Building in Aveiro. The Art-Map Project proposes the artists 

to participate in a circle of art exhibitions around Portugal.  

The possibility to sell the artworks during the exhibition is important: Art Gallery “Vieira 

Portuense”, located in Porto forms most part of their exhibitions by inviting different 

artists to participate in the collective exhibitions during which the artworks are available 

for sale. Although there is no information about if any artworks have ever been sold during 

these exhibitions, there are always artists willing to send their works for these events. 

Moving Curatorial Project proposes the artists to announce their prices during the 

exhibition. Even if the municipal galleries have other objectives and protocol than 

commercial art galleries, they allow showing a price list and contacts of the artists.  

The possibility of obtaining an award can be a significant motif: among the successful art 

projects in Aveiro, I can outline "Jovem Criador", annual award and exhibition which is 

locally well promoted and takes place in one of the local museum spaces and attracts 

visitors. Unfortunately, the "Jovem Criador" since 2014 has not taken place anymore due 

to the low budget. The project in Aveiro cannot offer the participants the possibility of 

award, but includes that as a possibility in collaboration with the other regions.  

For the young artists or art students the possibility of participation in the art event and 

travelling can also be significant. International project CreArt invites the emerging artists 

to travel, exchange ideas and contribute to local cultural life29. The Museum of the City of 

                                                           
27 See http://www.studioartecarapostol.it/ 
28http://santiagoribeiropain ting.blogspot.pt/ 
29 http://www.creart-eu.org/about-us 
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Aveiro which makes part of CreArt network proposed the promotion of the ART-MAP 

event through the CreArt news letter.   

Regarding audience, the question is: which promotion strategies the Moving Curatorial 

Project could involve to attract more audience from locals and tourists to the event? 

According to the interview that was made at the Museum of the City of Aveiro, the 

habitual audience of the museum is constituted by passive visitors - organized groups from 

schools and retirement houses; seasonably the museum is attended by tourists. There is no 

sufficient “involved” audience from the local community, who would follow the activities 

of the museum or tourists specifically coming to Aveiro to visit this museum. The Museum 

of the City of Aveiro regularly sends the announcements of the events to the newspapers; 

however, they admit that most of the times these news are not published. In the internet, 

there also does not appear any web page, in English or Portuguese, featuring the Museum 

of the City or the Gallery of Capitania. There are available sites where people can see the 

facades of those buildings, but the inside of the gallery halls or photo records of any 

exhibitions are not available. The international trip guides, such as TripAdviser.com also 

do not provide sufficient information about touristic cultural interest of those spaces. 

Asking in the Aveiro Tourist Center (situated next door to the museum) about the way to 

the City Museum of Aveiro, I received the information that there was nothing interesting 

there, and that no events are going on, and then I was guided to the Museum of Santa 

Joana.  

From this data, we can conclude that the project should be aiming to evoke interests and 

create more audience from community and tourists. Internet announcements should be 

posted on the news and cultural web sites, and printed announcements should be 

distributed in the places attended by the local public: shops, schools, cafes and bars. Local 

newspapers should be invited to follow the project. In the particular case of Aveiro, it is 

important to verify that announcements in the form of posters and flyers are visible and 

available during the exhibition at the entrances of the venues, because for the most part of 

events the City Museum ignores this simple way of promotion. As we will see in the 

description of the practical part, the promotion of the event in Aveiro was the most 

complicated task and despite conscious effort to convince the museum of the importance of 

the advertising, it remained the weakest part.  
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Daqui para a frente, a promoção da qualidade do museu tem de passar pela ampliação do seu 

questionamento conceptual e estratégico, impondo abordagens mais problematizantes e reflexivas 

sobre ele e as suas funções sociais. Isso, em especial para o museu local” (Duarte 2012:27). 

 

1.5 Conclusion 

As the study above has demonstrated, in Portugal were created numerous museums which 

are highly equipped with workers and technical facilities. Different authors reflect on the 

fact that only in the developed regions the museums fulfill their cultural goals. And the 

local museums have potentials to obtain context and content. There is clearly expressed the 

idea of an actuality of temporary art exhibitions for the local cultural centers. 

Unfortunately, centralized programming of temporary content is conditioned in the 

absence of budget and cultural strategy of municipal authorities. 

The presented analysis and the reading of the reports about the state of the art in local 

museums in Portugal raises a question: What should be the model for a curatorial project 

of a contemporary visual arts exhibition which would converge with the concept of 

“community friendly” cultural center? This study allows us to propose a budget curatorial 

project which, by activating existing technical recourses and bringing contemporary art to 

the local museums, would contribute to the cultural programming. 

The following project develops exhibition concepts and ways of presentation of 

contemporary art identifiable by the local audience and corresponding with visions of local 

museums. As the municipal cultural centers are mostly unable to provide any exhibition 

budget and are poorly promoted, the nature of the Moving Curatorial Project should 

include solving of the practical issues, such as organization, negotiation, logistics, and 

advertizing.   

According with the main challenge for this project, finding of an effective model of 

curatorial proposal realizable in the municipal exhibition places in small and medium-sized 

cities in Portugal, I formulated the indicative questions. These questions help to understand 

which curatorial strategy is more efficient for the realization of this project. [Efficiency, in 

this case, can be estimated by the seductiveness of the proposal for the local authorities, 

feasibility in the existing conditions of the exhibition space, actuality of this project for the 
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participating artists and, finally, correspondence of the proposal with interests of the 

community or capacity to evoke those interests].  

 

Chapter 2 

Proposal of independent curatorial project executable in small and medium 

size cities in Portugal 

 

2.1 Concept of the ART-MAP 

After research of the problematic and of the state of the art, it becomes obvious that  there 

exists a possibility of creating a self-sustainable exhibition project which relies on the 

international community of artists and makes emphasis on promotion and communication. 

This circumstance inspired the idea of a Moving Curatorial Project in the form of a ready 

“exhibition package” for holding a contemporary art event which would activate and rely 

on the available exposition recourses at the places. According to the questions discussed 

above, the concept of Moving Curatorial Project can be formulated.  

ART-MAP project is a curatorial initiative which aims to present the works of international 

artists through a circuit of moving art exhibitions in small and medium size cities in 

Portugal. This project focuses on the exhibition spaces and cultural centers which were 

conceived during the `Boom of Museums´ in the 1980s-90s and due to insufficient 

promotion and low investment presently lack agenda and activity. These exhibition spaces 

are equipped and efficient to receive the contemporary artistic initiative. That includes 

gallery space, technicians, often light and montage systems, and video projectors. On the 

other hand, there are plenty of national and international artists ready to contribute to the 

project with good quality art. 

The project intends to use as a platform the existing municipal exhibition spaces, 

contributing to their agenda and connecting them with artists and visitors; it will promote 

artworks of participants, contribute to cultural life and discover potential public for artists.  
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Presenting the contemporary artists’ works through a circuit of moving exhibitions is an 

inspiring way of discovering them to the audiences, establishing cultural landmarks and 

opening new possibilities for artists and community. The project is designed to be equally 

interesting for artists, audiences and local municipals. Special attention should be given to 

the promotion of the event. 

Moving Curatorial Project ART-MAP in the conceptual domain relates to and reflects on 

the following issues:  

1. International artists looking for exhibition opportunities;  

2. Municipal cultural centers and their agenda; 

3. Local audience and tourists; 

4. Art events and local economic development; 

5. Small local busyness (shops and cafes), assisting to distribution of information about the 

event and profiting from cultural tourists;  

As those groups may sometimes lay distant from each other in their purposes and interests, 

the balanced project should find a point of equal approximation to each of them.   

For realization of this idea, I have a practical experience as a curator for my own 

exhibitions, when I take care of the whole process from concept and production to 

organization, montage and promotion. Moreover, in 2010 I was involved into similar 

project as one of coordinators, with International Collective Art Exhibition “Athens Art 

2010” Center of `Arts 4 Seasons which took place in “Technopolis”, city of Athens. My 

function there was to make contacts with professional artists in my country and to invite 

them to the event and making contacts with organizations and institutions which could in 

future receive the event.  
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2.2 Management of the project tested in Aveiro: exhibition “A Poética 

do Visual” 

The practical work on the project started nine months before the exhibition. On the 24 of 

September 2014, it was made a proposal for an international art exhibition, “A Poética do 

Visual” to the Councilor of culture of Aveiro, Dr. Capão Filipe30. The proposal, which later 

was approved and signed by the Municipal Assembly of Aveiro, contained a request for 

two municipal gallery spaces to explore: Gallery of the CapitaniaBuilding and Museum of 

the City of Aveiro, from9th of June to 9th of July of 2015. According to the concept of the 

project, the document contained a proposal for the non-financial involvement and 

collaboration of the museum in the organization of the exhibition.  

 

Ill. 6  Inauguration of the exhibition in Aveiro “A Poética do Visual” 26th of June 2015 in the Gallery of the 

Capitania Building 

After the approval, I was attributed a coordinator, Dra Patrícia Sarrico, the exhibition 

curator of the Museum of the City of Aveiro, with whom I could discuss all practical 

questions.  

                                                           
30See the proposal in annex. 
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Once the exhibition space was reserved, the work continued in several lines: concretization 

on the theme of the exhibition, which had to be interesting for the artists and for the local 

public; creation of web site for the project, which was essential to recruit the artists; and 

research about the experiences of the other projects and events.  

As the project was conceived to activate the maximum of the available recourses and to 

have a minimum of financial engagement, I asked my brother, Askar Ziganshin, licentiate 

in graphic design in US, for the construction of the web site.  

 

 Ill. 7 Design of the ART-MAP web site, designer Askar Ziganshin 

The web site of ART-MAP Moving Curatorial Project (ill. 7), contains seven pages: 

presentation page, call for artists, submission page, art gallery, past events page, contact 

page and page about the curator. It was finished by the mid of February 2015 and was 

published online on the 18th of February.   

The call for artists was open from the 20thof February to 20thof April. Profiting the 

possibilities of the internet, the call was open internationally, without restrictions of 

nationality or residency. Evocation was promoted by the available online platforms, 

announcing calls for artists, such as international Artist deadline and Portuguese resource 

Concursos de Arte. In addition, there was no limitation to the medium of artworks, should 

it be a visual art, and no requirements to the professional statuses of the participants. 

Welcome techniques included painting, video art, sculpture, photography, installation and 
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artist book31. Those who were interested in making a contribution to the exhibition could 

apply with maximum of three artworks through the online formulary, providing their CV, 

artist statement, personal photo and contacts. During the submission period there were a 

total of 190 submissions, of which 188 candidates were published on the online art gallery, 

except two proposals which were rejected because they contained offensive materials.  

When the call was already on, around the mid of March, the museum announced some 

changes in the agenda. First, the space of Museum of the City of Aveiro, by the decision of 

the City authorities, would be from now on, focus on the representation of the permanent 

collection telling the story of the region. Second, another exhibition was scheduled for the 

approved date (9th of June) for the Gallery of Capitania. Consequently, an extra meeting 

with the councilor of culture Dr. Capão Filipe and the Director of the Museum of the City 

of Aveiro, Dr. Ana Gomes took place on the 15th of April 2015 in order to renegotiate the 

conditions of the exhibition. The new proposal contained the following: First, postponing 

the dates of the exhibition for the 26th of June 2015. Second, proposing different solutions 

for the two spaces, contemporary art exhibition for the Gallery of Capitania and an 

intervention of the contemporary art in the permanent collection of the Museum of the City 

of Aveiro. 

 On the same meeting, there were discussed the responsibilities of the parts and technical 

needs for the exhibition, which were: the project proposes theme, recruits artists, organizes 

delivery of artworks to the museum, makes promotion, provides materials for printing, 

produces catalogue, and supervises distribution, montage and de-montage of the artworks 

in the galleries. The Museum is responsible for receiving the delivered artworks, keeping 

them, including the artworks to the insurance for the period of the exhibition, assisting to 

promotion, printing big posters of the exhibition, providing video projectors, exposition 

plinths and other materials, providing assistants for montage works and necessary cleaning 

and maintenance of the space. 

At the same time, the Museum provided technical plans of the available galleries: one 

gallery in the Capitania exhibition space and seven exhibition rooms of the Museum of the 

City of Aveiro (see attached). 

                                                           
31Contemporary art is post-medium art, Krauss (1999) says, the chosen medium is just the tool of expression, 
art became the medium itself. 
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The project was conceived to be flexible and to rely on the partnerships not only of the 

municipals, but also, if possible, involving participation of the local enterprises and small 

business. Naturally, during the realization of the project there emerged some changes. The 

conditions permitted some extension.  On the stage of concretization, the project gained the 

partnerships of a Cultural Association Mercado Negro, which assisted with equipment and 

received several video works; of an Art-café Disha Gourmandise, which provided the 

reception buffet and included its scheduled exhibition of photography to the main 

exhibition program, and the partnership of a printshop, Identidade Digital which assisted 

for the production of the exhibition catalogue and printed the promotion materials. 

By the time when the submission period was closed, the project was defined as: a small art 

event, occupying four cultural spaces in the city center with contemporary art exhibition. 

To facilitate the access of public to the exhibition, it was designed a map of event (ill.8). 

The selection of the artworks took place between the 20thof April and the 1st of May 2015; 

and on the 1st of May the results were announced. A total of 167 works of 111 artists from 

25 countries were invited; each artist was represented by 1-3 artworks. 50% of the selected 

artists were national and 50 % were international participants. Many collective art 

exhibitions, whether there is a choice, employ a jury team, which can be constituted by 

independent artists, critiques or sponsors of the event, to make a selection of artworks. On 

the other hand, O´Brian (2005:7/7) considers that independent decision making is 

convenient for the curator: “An unspoken assumption of curating is that curators have 

power in the language of choice that is both subjective and responsible to an institutional 

economy, with its own tentacular relationships”. The same opinion can be found in other 

literature related to artistic curation. By the definition of the roles of the institution and of 

the curator given by Montpetit (1995), we can perceive two important points for the 

concretization of these project ideas: “the museum area that is open to the public, will 

house the exhibitions. Exhibiting objects means selecting those associated with a subject 

decided on by the exhibition organizer” (Montpetit: 1995:42). In the case of this 

exhibition, the selection was made primarily by one person, for two reasons. Firstly, 

because the project from the beginning was announced as a private curatorial artistic 

initiative, which aims to develop an effective exhibition model, if necessary searching for 

the solution beyond the existing conventions; and secondly, when the direction of the 

museum was asked if they would like to participate in the selection of artworks, they 
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confirmed that they would trust the decision to the promoter and accept the project as 

experimental. 

Ill. 8 Map of the event in Aveiro, designed by João Godinho 

The selection was made according to several criteria: visual and conceptual 

correspondence of artworks with the subject “A Poética do Visual”; actuality of the 

artworks for the exhibition spaces, visual balance and relation between the different 

artworks in the space in order to create an associative line between them.  The choice of 

artworks, to a certain degree, was influenced by the concepts of the receiving spaces and 

regarding to space/light/configuration: Gallery of Capitania Building, a huge “white cube” 

with much of natural light, City Museum of Aveiro constituted by a number of darker 

rooms representing artifacts and artworks related to the local history, and CA Mercado 

Negro, a small theater and bar, occupying an old house with a series of rooms and 
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corridors, focused on representing experimental creation from young artists. Further down, 

in Chapter 4 I will discuss the curatorial solutions made for each of these spaces in more 

detail. Due to the big amount of artworks, distribution and position of them in the spaces 

had to be predetermined and indicated on the plan of spaces, which, with several 

adjustments and small changes on the place, facilitated the montage (Ill.9). 

The choice of video artworks was suggested by the amount of available transition devices, which were: 4 

televisions and 6 video projectors. 16 video works were distributed between these devices in the average 

of 2-3 video per/device.  

The selected artists were invited to send their artworks to the address of the City Museum 

of Aveiro in the period from the 10th of May to the 5th of June 2015, together with a filled 

in and signed formulary with indicated details of participant and with details of the sent 

works. By receiving the works in the museum, the responsible assistant would sign a 

contract and return a copy. Video artworks were delivered by internet transfer.  

 

Ill. 9 Plan of distribution of the artworks in the galleries 
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All invited artists sent their works, except one artist whose chosen artwork had been sold 

by the time of the exhibition.  

Preparation of the catalogue started at the same time with the delivery of artworks. Cultural 

budget of Aveiro does not include the production of the exhibition catalogues. However, 

for every art exhibition a catalogue is essential, because after the event finishes, the 

catalogue often is the evidence for the artistic curriculum. 

…visual and textual documentation in the form of publications, guides, videos, websites and posters 

amongst others were crucial forms of access to the work for future interest. These interpretative 

products permitted a type of access to the work for people who, for whatever reason, could not have a 

firsthand experience (Umolu 2009: 28). 

The “curatorial speech” in a form of catalogues, critical essays and interviews becomes the 

only physical evidence of the executed curatorial work. “…the catalogue assumes greater 

importance than the exhibition in that the catalogue’s longevity and possession of images 

is the predominate form of information dissemination” (Kelly, in O’Brian, 2005:2/7). A 

catalogue together with the exposition of object the exhibition, as O´Brian (2005) 

concludes, is part of the presentation of art. 

The production of the catalogue for this exhibition was supported by the participating 

artists. The catalogue of thirty pages includes the exhibition concept, foreword by the M.A. 

project supervisor Prof. Doutor Pedro Bessa, message from the councilor of culture of 

Aveiro, map of event, map of exhibition spaces, names, web site addresses and one 

representative work from each of the participants. Design of the catalogue’s cover was 

made in the accord with the design of the poster and invitation of the exhibition. Taking 

into consideration the fact that the exhibition is collective, the choice of a cover image was 

a picture made in Aveiro, in order not to promote any particular artwork. 

Montage of the artworks started on the 15th of June, first in the Capitania Building and 

after in the Museum of the City of Aveiro. The montage went according to the previously 

defined plan. First, with the assistance of city workers the temporary walls were mounted, 

to organize a gallery space; afterwards, the artworks were distributed and mounted on the 

walls. Most of the montage work was done by me and one museum assistant; several artists 

arrived to make their installations themselves. Video works were mounted in the last place, 

with a great help of the municipal Library technician Sr. Paulo Lencastre and Sr. António 

Veiga from UA. 
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Instead of the usual practice of showing the artists’ CV, I decided to present their way of 

thinking. Each of the artworks on the exposition was followed by a paper featuring a 

personal photo of the artist and a synopsis of the artistic concept. The museum 

collaborators suggested that these papers should be maximum discrete and collocated at 

some distance from the artworks in order not to interfere into the visual perception of the 

artworks32. However, I insisted that the concept can be essential for the perception of 

contemporary artworks. Learning about the way of thinking or the methodology which led 

the artists to the creation of the certain object, can provide the visitor more personal 

involvement and better apprehension of the artwork33.  

Although contemporary art preferably takes in the account other concepts than just 

“beauty” when discussing artworld; by the observation of reactions of visitors in the 

museum,e.g.a comment “this picture is beautiful”, for the local public this remains the 

main criteria for the artistic work. Therefore, it is possible, that the presentation of a 

concept together with an artwork can induce more thoughtful, tolerant and reflective 

judgments. This and other issues of presentation and interpretation of the exhibition are 

discussed in detail in the Third Chapter. 

The promotion of the Event started in the beginning of June and continued up to the 15th of 

July. Before the exhibition, there were sent 3800 electronic invitations: 3000 by the 

Museum mailing list and 800 that I sent; were distributed 45 posters of A3 format and 300 

press releases were sent by e-mail to different cultural and news enterprises. On the 24th of 

June a local newspaper, Diário de Aveiro published a page coverage about the exhibition, 

based on the interview which I gave in their office. Many invitations were distributed by 

the participants through their particular ways, between their friends and customers in their 

regions. Promotion was also made through the University of Aveiro mailing list and 

through the social networks. On the 8th of July, the cultural magazine Entre as Artes e as 

Letras (150th edition) published a release about the exhibition.  

The opening of the exhibition took place as planned, on the 26th of June, at 17p.m at the 

Gallery of Capitania Building and after continued to the other venues. Art café Disha 
                                                           
32Although there is an opinion that artwork should talk for itself, it is not always the best solution to expect 
the visitor to “read” the artwork and construct a personal signification over the contemporary art. The 
modernist way of seeing and contemplating the isolated artwork inherent to the local museum is the subject 
of discussion of the second chapter. 
33Welsch (2009) and Bourdieu (1987) say that aesthetical perception of contemporary art requires a certain 
level of education and acquaintance of the viewer with the theories of contemporary art. 
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Gourmandise organized a reception table. The ceremony was opened by the words of 

Councilor of Culture Dr. Miguel Capão Filipe and Professor Pedro Bessa. It is not possible 

to count how many people attended the opening, but reception reported serving about a 

hundred drinks.  

Although the project was initially approved to last only for the month of July 2015, after 

the inauguration the city of Aveiro proposed to extend the exhibition in all venues for two 

months. 

During the exhibition, the museum organized several guided group visits, including one to 

the International Technology Congress from UA, on the 6th of July (Ill. 10) 

 

Ill. 10th International Technology Congress from UA visiting the exhibition “A Poética do Visual” on the 6th 

of July 2015 

Return of the artworks is often a more complex part for the artists, than sending the works 

for the exhibition, especially for those who live abroad. Normal practice, as we can read in 

the regulation of most of the exhibitions, is that artists are responsible to the removal of 

artworks and those artworks which are not removed in time become the property of the 

institution. However, for this event the return of artworks was facilitated for the artists. The 
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artworks were dismounted, packed, and sent by post for those artists who could not 

personally come and collect them.  

 

2.3 Management difficulties that emerged during the realization of the 

project in Aveiro 

Realization of the exhibition in Aveiro went quite fine and according to the plan. However, 

there emerged several unexpected difficulties which I want to mention.  

A trouble involving the Customs occurred with several artworks from Non-EU countries. 

These are one from Dubai, one from Canada, three from Brazil and one from Macedonia. 

These parcels were stopped in order to be taxed as imported goods. Although the list of 

artists and their countries of origin were sent to the Museum before deliveries started and 

have been approved, when the problem appeared the museum direction refused to 

collaborate on solving the customs question. On the first request, a broker counted a bill of 

1000% exceeding a value of an artwork declared by artist. Photographic works printed on 

canvas were confused by an expert with a painted canvas. After I presented a complaint, 

the bill was recounted to 500% and after a third complaint the bill was reduced to 50%. 

After a multiple inquiry from both sides and explanation letters which were sent, three of 

the arrested parcels were delivered without charges and three were returned to the country 

of origin recalled by the senders. Later these artworks were presented on the exhibition in 

the form of printed reproductions. An observation of OECD study, entitled Culture and 

Local Development, makes a very radical judgment about situation on the localities:  

…there is a general lack of support for artists; the creative crafts are gradually disappearing; there is 

no protection for artistic property or, worse, existing protection is counterproductive; there are no 

local markets to encourage the emergence of cultural goods and, generally speaking, local 

governments fail to take account of such production (OECD 2005:121). 

There were no problems during the montage of artworks, except a small technical delay 

with video equipment: special cables for the DVD readers which were missing and had to 

be arranged.  

The weakest part I consider the promotion of the event. This happened due to the small 

assistance and lack of realization of the importance of the promotion by the Museum 
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direction. Distribution of posters in the municipal spaces was delayed and incomplete 

(posters probably were printed, but never reach the announcement boards). As it was 

agreed during the negotiation of conditions before the project started, the museum was also 

responsible to print two posters 120x80 to put at the entrances of the venues. Identification 

of the venue is essential for the visitors, yet that task was not concluded because of some 

technical problems. The poster never appeared at the door and later, by the observation of 

visitors on the exhibition, it seemed that some of them did not understand what event they 

were visiting.   

 

Part II. Artistic Curation 

Chapter 3 

State of the art. A reflection about exhibition space, audience and theme 

3.1 Introduction 

The Third Chapter is dedicated to the artistic curation of this project. It concentrates on the 

particular case study – realization of the proposed curatorial project in Aveiro and its 

concept. This chapter studies the existing kinds and principles of organization of temporary 

art exhibitions regarding space, artists and public, and presents the theme of the exhibition 

in Aveiro “A Poética do Visual”.   

This curatorial project, which includes elements of “service design”, demanded not only a 

good planning and organization but also a forecasted flexibility of the plan in case of 

emerging conditions, opportunities or difficulties (Morelli 2002:9). Consequently, the 

selection of works and composition of objects in the space was induced by the properties 

of the space and according to the facilities. As it was described in the Second Chapter, the 

changes in the agreement for the gallery space led to a review of the concept of the 

exhibition. For this dissertation, which goal is to research the possibility of organization of 

exhibitions in small and medium size cities in Portugal, such change was assumed as an 

advantageous turn. It permitted, firstly, to expand the scale of the event and invite more 

artists; secondly, it provided an experience of closer interaction with a museum collection; 

and, thirdly, it gave a clue for increasing the efficiency of the future projects. By the new 
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agreement, the permanent collection of the City Museum of Aveiro had to remain in place 

and the contemporary artworks would dialogue and make an intervention into this 

collection. Further curatorial work was developed as an artistic intervention, finding 

support on the literature and on practical examples of other contemporary artistic 

interventions into the museum collections. 

Before we can proceed to the description of the formal principles which were used in the 

organization of the exhibition in Aveiro, we need a theoretical contextualization and 

argumentation of the context of the exhibition. 

Although artistic curation deals with artists and their artworks, the study of museum 

spaces, cultural context and audience, aspects very relevant to the organization of display, 

can provide a better understanding of the subject: “…to investigate things in relation to 

their context, to come to see the context as formative on the thing, and, finally, to see the 

context as a thing itself” (O´Dotherty 1986:7).   

According to Vogel (2013), until recently any artistic practice was naturally historized by 

interpretation and categorization, which with the time is applied to any new object or idea. 

Presently, Vogel (2013:46) determines two lines in the history of exhibitions: institutional 

or academic history and the “curatorial discourse of exhibition history”. Academic history, 

he says, is more preoccupied with the theory, which often dominates the object, and 

summarizes the practice of many artists as style or period. “Curatorial discourse of 

exhibition history” then establishes itself around object, space, audience and creation34. To 

initiate the Third Chapter, I want to clarify and develop several issues which might have 

remained unclear in the previous chapters. The following discussion concentrates on the 

space, audience and subject seen through the prism of the exhibition in Aveiro. 

 

3.2 Exhibition Space  

During  the  history  the  concept  of  art  exhibition  has  been  changing.  If we  look  at  the 

painting  of  Willem  van  Haecht  (1593‐1637), Apelles  painting  Alexander's  consort 

                                                           
34Contemporary curatorial practice, Vogels says, is ambivalent in its historical sense; having not yet gained a 
past due to being a recent concept, curation nevertheless manifests itself as a historical dimension. Further the 
author suggests, curatorial practice is in power of formatting the contemporary history of arts, not needing 
anymore to wait what the historians will say about the present artistic activity, any curatorial statement 
becomes the history of art (Vogel 2013:48). 
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Campaspe, we  can  see  how  highly  the  exhibition  space  is  stuffed with  paintings  and 

sculptures of any kind and subject, and used as an atelier at the same time; there  is an 

obvious idea of economy of space.  

According to Tzortzi (2007:79-83), modernist art exhibition,  the most conventional type 

of art exposition we know, started giving particular value to each separate work, balanced 

distribution of artworks in gallery space according to historical school and medium 

principle accompanied by a good ceiling lightning. Finally, it emerged the most recent 

vision of “exhibition of the exhibition”- an ahistorical, post medium type of exhibition, 

when a separate work does not matter; what matters is the exhibition35.   

 

Ill. 11 Willem van Haecht (1593-1637), “Apelles painting Alexander's consort Campaspe”,  The Hague, 
Mauritshuis 

                                                           
35Exhibition space itself gained so much significance to be commemorated with exhibition of the empty 
gallery space of Yves Klein’s Le Vide. The Specialization of Sensibility in the Raw Material State of 
Stabilized Pictorial Sensibility (1958) Galerie Iris Clert, Paris. “In these works the prevailing explorations of 
perception, phenomenological space and the architectural installation were decidedly absent. Through the 
enactment of gestures of action/inaction based on the singularity of an idea and the ensuing process of 
mystification, the neo-avant-garde refused to continue the inquiry into the assumed support structures of the 
exhibition space, proceeding instead to its negation through silence” (Umolu 2009:1). 
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As Bourdieu (1987) mentioned, we can perceive and have a critical view on our world, 

society and culture only until a certain extent, because with all our beliefs, standards and 

moral, we are the product of the same culture. Any theory becomes a matter of a vertical 

enquiry without an awareness of numerous points on a horizontal perspective36. We 

perceive as absolute the theories that should be seen as relative, we very easily get used to 

the patterns and many times do not question the ways which are perceived as correct, 

convenient or actual. We deepen notions and develop ideas whose objectivity is taken for 

granted. Bourdieu says that any discourse is a speculation when it claims to be the only 

truth, but the same discourse can be authentic when presented as one of many possible 

points of view. O´Doherty (1986) unveils several common preconceptions about the 

exhibition space, the presentation of contemporary art and the spectator.  

Contemporary art exhibition and the importance of “space” between the objects, according 

to O´Doherty (1986:76), is one example of transformation of a possibility into a dogma. 

When any display takes place, contemporary galleries cultivate the amount of empty space between the 

artifacts. This space is perceived as a significant “void”, “the way in which the exhibition makes-

space-for-itself” (Umolu 2009:2). The concept of empty space also promotes the ideas of 

“exclusivity” and “expensiveness” of art and serves the market (O´Doherty 1986:76). 

Once the wall became an esthetic force, it modified anything shown on it. The wall, the context of the 

art, had become rich in a content it subtly donated to the art…It is now impossible to paint up an 

exhibition without surveying the space like a health inspector, taking into account the esthetics of the 

wall which will inevitably “artify” the work in a way that frequently diffuses its intentions. Most of us 

now "read" the hanging as we would chew gum-unconsciously and from habit (O´Dotherty 1986:29). 

The concept that the “wall” is not only a support for a painting but a philosophical element 

was introduced relatively recently, as it is described in the Inside the White Cube (1986), 

since then the idea of “space” has been progressively gaining more importance.  

Through the fifties and sixties, we notice the codification of a new theme as it evolves into 

consciousness: How much space should a work of art have (as the phrase went) to ´breathe´? If 

paintings implicitly declare their own terms of occupancy, the somewhat aggrieved muttering between 

them becomes harder to ignore. What goes together, what doesn’t? The esthetics of hanging evolves 

according to its own habits, which become conventions, which become laws. We enter the era where 

works of art conceive the wall as a no-man's land on which to project their concept of the territorial 

imperative (O´Dotherty 1986:27). 
                                                           
36Vertical enquiry involves development of knowledge and research about specific subject, while vertical 
enquiry aims to look wider and discover new subjects (See Kendler & Kendler 1962:1-16). 
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As it was argued above, the periphery mostly tries to follow the art critical line and the principles of the 

center due to the lack of a local strategy. And instantly, for a cultural center in a small location, displaying 

an “empty space exhibition” or “dematerialized work of art” can be the evidence of its capacity to be 

conceptual and contemporary as well as a solution for the low budget and absence of content. One should 

be able to distinguish a meaningful silence and a silence from nothing to say.  With full regard to the 

prevailing contemporary kind of art exhibition, which is perceptive, philosophical empty space, which 

undoubtedly presents a challenge for the audience in a big cultural capital, abundant with diversity and 

quality of cultural events, we may ask,  should the arrangement of an empty space be challenging and 

attractive for the local audience? Can an exhibition with much content and density take place and be 

interesting for a medium size city? 

 

 Ill.12 Voids, A Retrospective Pompidou Centre, Paris, France (image courtesy of Frieze Magazine online 
Issue 123 May 2009). 

This exhibition project was designed to make a big international event happen in a periphery, and the 

exhibition which took place in Aveiro served as a proof that there are all conditions to receive a consistent 

art event and there are plenty of artists willing to show their work in the existing conditions.  This makes us 

to think about another common preconception which exists; that the small amount is the indication of a 

quality and the reversed presumption which comes out of it, that the big amount or big dimension is a 

signal of low criteria of selection or of a weak concept. Although small amount can also be a result of poor 

choice or of small ambition, the things should be judged in relation to the context in which they take place.  
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In this sense, density of visitors also should be taken into consideration; big museums are attended by 

hundreds of people daily, giving space between objects is a practical way to avoid crowds. The concept of 

spacious exposition is not just “a concept”; it is a very practical concept. If we were talking about the 

exhibition in a big brand institution, the density of objects in the show could complicate the perception. 

While in the local museum, the daily count of visitors is dozens, so the problem of space to walk is not that 

actual.   

Still, the concept of space is an important matter. Citing Inside the White Cube by O´Dotherty 

(1986:36): “This is the etiquette of normal social discourse, and through it the mainstream 

viewer is continually reintroduced to the wall, which in turn supports the canvas, its 

surface now so sensitive that an object on it would cause it, as it were, to blink”. And 

again, regional cultural centers and small museums respect this concept and follow it so 

literary, that even if somebody wanted to put an artwork on the white wall, it is not always 

possible. Anyone with experience of making exhibitions in one of the municipal museums 

will recognize the phrase “aqui não pode furar/estragar paredes”. 

In this discussion we should reflect upon one more common – and maybe the most powerful deception: 

the “contemporary”. Questioning the concept of “contemporary”37 is like stepping on a very unstable 

ground. Even before the argument is started, it evokes a strong disagreement: “Contemporary” is 

everywhere, we are contemporary, “contemporary” is a permanent becoming. 

Contemporary art, vision, lifestyle, aesthetics; “contemporary” is important. Contemporary 

is what is contemporary nowadays. “Contemporary” is the subject and the justification. 

The word “contemporary”, according to Osborne (2013:15), appeared in the English 

lexicon in the mid of XVII century, but only after the Second World War it acquired a 

special use in the context of defining the period “after modernity”. Fundamental after-war 

social changes created an urge for inauguration of tomorrow, for “immediate future” and 

the word “contemporary” was providing this air of futurity. Applied to arts 

“contemporary” was long time used in its direct meaning of “present to day” but in the 

mid-1980s it was appropriated as an art-critical narrative. The word “contemporary” was 

taken out of the historical consciousness by the art institutions and presently is used to 

indicate qualitative distinctions (Osborne 2013:21). The art history and art criticism have 

merged, and the argument about the evolution of art got naturally exhausted. A few 

decades of Contemporary Art logically succeed centuries of “traditional” art, just like 
                                                           
37Osborne (2013) brings into consciousness the significance and power which recently was attributed to the 
term “contemporary”.  Author points on the transformation of the adjective into a noun, a narrative of quality.   
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Greenberg opposed 20 years of modernism (which has already joint the traditional in the 

contemporary perception) to the conventional, archaic approach.  

“Contemporary” is a “fiction”, Osborne (2013:23) argues, it lays “beyond the possible 

experience”. “The concept of contemporary is thus inherently speculative, not just because 

it is epistemologically problematic in its application to history, but because it is structurally 

anticipatory as such”. Objectiveness of “contemporary” is here and now, however in the 

common sense it achieved a qualitative status of unity of times successfully achieved by 

humanity, and represents the utopian idea of triumph of possibilities, experiences and 

presence. Such application has its positive and negative effect.  

The positive effect, Osborne (2013) points, is in the diversity of perspectives which it 

embraces: “contemporary” tolerates all styles, structures and dimensions; it is international 

and transnational; it is local and global; personal and collective (Osborne 2013:26). In the 

arts, “contemporary” very well manifests itself through the globalization of art, biennales 

and encourages the expanded field of art (Osborne 2013:27). The geopolitical borders of 

art are being erased together with the borders between mediums, between production and 

result, between audience and creation, between concept and realization (Osborne 2013:28).  

On the other side, “contemporary" is, at base, a critical and therefore a selective concept: it 

promotes and it excludes” (Osborne 2013:2). Despite its claim for plurality, not all the 

artists and their artworks produced in the period of the recent history fit to the concept of 

“contemporary art”. Ironically, the narrative of “contemporary”, appropriated by the 

institution, does not permit legitimacy of other kinds of art parallel to it, due to pairs of 

adjectives which inevitably come to mind, it creates a negative categorization38. 

“Contemporary” is not questionable, we do not hesitate that “contemporary” is a postmodern 

concept and “contemporary” is the institution of art. By this logic, the local museums or 

cultural centers in small or medium size cities in Portugal are contemporary. We should try 

to understand which contemporary is more applicable here. Is it contemporary up to date, 

contemporary to the city life and to the citizens or is it contemporary as something opposed 

to modernity?  

The example of the Museum of the City of Aveiro can help to clarify that matter.   First of 

                                                           
38 So if just recently there would coexist institutional art and avant-garde, for example, nowadays the avant-
garde should have a prefix “contemporary”, what automatically includes it to the same system (see Krauss, 
1986). 
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all, we should admit that the concept of Museum of the City of Aveiro is a modernist 

museum, and it totally corresponds to the description of modernist museum by O´Doherty 

(1986)39, and that makes it already not contemporary in the true meaning of the word.  

Museum of the City of Aveiro occupies a three stores Art-Nouveau Building right in the 

center of the city and next door to the main tourist office. Yet, this place remains 

undiscovered for the local public and for tourists. Architecturally attractive and spacious, 

with white walls and marvelous glossy dark wooden floors, well equipped with light 

projectors and other necessary devices for art exhibitions, this Museum is very poorly 

marked at the entrance; the pale vestibule is continued by the pale narrow corridor and 

dark stairs. The visitor’s first impression when getting there is “ups, I´ve got to the wrong 

door”. The collection of the city museum of Aveiro is not postmodern nor up to date with 

the city life either; any of the touristic souvenir shops presents the story of the region in 

more vivid and rich way.  

However, there is still an authority of the museum. The space of display and the space of 

museum is characterized by Foucault (1984) as “other space”, or specific space where 

time, objects and meaning are concentrated and represented out of everyday context 

(O´Doherty 1986:8). Objects and artworks at the exhibition are perceived differently than 

in other circumstances, as in the supermarket or in a private house, for example. Deeth 

(2012:7) observes that independently of the education and cultural formation of the 

visitors, a museum or gallery has a certain power over them; the power of endowing the 

objects with an authenticity through the fact of being exposed in them; visitors enter 

museums and exhibitions emotionally prepared and aware of the significance of the 

presented artifacts and open to the aesthetical and philosophical cognition proposed by the 

latter. 

According to O´Doherty (1986:15), the museum is nearly a “sacred” place, laugh or 

critical comments are proscribed there, the authority of the proposed display, even if it 

consists of a dozen of tools, implies contemplation. 

                                                           
39“The outside world must not come in, so windows are usually sealed off. Walls are painted white. The 
ceiling becomes the source of light. The wooden floor is polished so that you click along clinically, or 
carpeted so that you pad soundlessly, resting the feet while the eyes have at the wall… The discreet desk may 
be the only piece of furniture. In this context a standing ashtray becomes almost a sacred object, just as the 
firehouse in a modern museum looks not like a firehouse but an esthetic conundrum. Modernism's 
transposition of perception from life to formal values is complete. This, of course, is one of modernism’s 
fatal diseases” (O´Doherty 1986:15). 
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3.3 Audience 

Mentioning the authority which a museum has on its visitors leads us to think further about 

the public. Deeth (2012:10) suggests that, “In a museum context, visitor studies is an area 

of research that is increasingly engaging the strategy of listening to visitors’ responses as a 

data-gathering device”. “Visual observation of visitors’ behavior”, the author continues, is 

the best way to understand the audience.  By the observation of the visitors in the Museum 

of the City of Aveiro and listening to their comments about the exposition, I´ve got an 

impression that independently from the age or social status, the most common expression 

of positive appreciation is “beautiful” or “interesting”. Ironically, for the objects which 

were less understandable or less liked, visitors often used the expression “this is too 

contemporary”. This simple observation indicates that the public of the local museum is 

also formatted by a modernist vision of the art and that it still belongs to modernity. Deeth 

(2012) explains that there is an ontological difference between modes of perception of 

modernist (representational) and contemporary art. 

It is the mismatch between codes, which challenges sensibilities to such an extent that positive 

engagement with contemporary discursive art becomes well nigh impossible for many members of the 

public. …contemporary art is too difficult for general or hesitant viewers to engage with directly... I 

argue that because the representational and formalist aesthetic codes remain the dominant modes of 

responding to art, the capacity for viewers to make sense of contemporary art is limited (Deeth 

2012:2). 

According to Lynch (2006:19), visitors simply may not have enough clues of how to 

engage with and interpret the contemporary art which can be “challenging and antagonistic 

towards mainstream values” or might contain no direct narratives.  The reason of the 

difficulty which the local viewer experiences in appreciating contemporary art, Lynch 

says, can be small previous experience of engagements with art and museums or a lack of 

“gallery behavior” confidence (Lynch 2006:35)  and a preconception that art is a product 

for elites, expensive and complex. Deeth (2012:1) also points that for the general public a 

dialogue with contemporary art might be out of their comfort zone, which leads to the loss 

of interest or to a negative impression.  

During the exhibition in Aveiro, in conversation with one of the participating artists there 

emerged a question: But should art be easy to comprehend, to consume? The question of 
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meaning-making and of interpretation is crucial for contemporary art and for the art theory 

and has been widely discussed in the recent literature40. Jozwiak (2013) studies the 

diversity of opinions on the subject. Recent artistic creation, Jozwiak says, has a tendency 

to develop the communication tools, what often results as interactive artworks. Yet, the 

author notes, interaction should not be confused with a meaning-making. The meaning can 

be presupposed, multiple or no meaning at all. Deeth (2012:12) even suggests that “in 

contemporary discursive practice it is through the perceived ‘faults’ in the work and the 

elements that the viewer rejects that the meaning resides”. In other words, “This runs 

counter to the postmodern view that art should promote doubt in meaning production” 

(Deeth 2012:15), but this is the subject of a different debate.  

Making the question “should art be easy to comprehend?” possible to respond, can be done 

by separating it into two questions: 1) Should the artists in their production consider the 

possible reaction on it and facilitate viewer´s understanding and comprehension of the 

artwork? 2) Or should the viewer educate himself/herself to be able to go along with an 

artistic creation?41 Jozwiak (2013) makes an important point by saying that the matter of 

“responsibility” (artist´s or viewer´s) in the communication of the artwork should be 

avoided. Thinking beyond the interpretation, Jozwiak suggests that the relation between 

the artistic work and the viewer is more productive than the referred meaning making. In 

other words, valuable is the voluntary “engagement” and the amount of time which a 

visitor devotes to perceive a piece42.  

According to Deeth (2012) “engagement” and curiosity are the key factors of the 

exhibition to compel the audience to stay longer time with an artwork, study it, get familiar 

with its details and evoke a line of associations. Creating of conditions for the possibility of 

such “engagement” can be relied on the curator, who considers both, the artistic intention 

concerning his/her artwork43 and the public interest, when organizing a display. O´Neill 

(2014:34) confirms that “the gallery is a setting for the staging of spatial relations between 

works, and between viewers, with curating as the activity that structures such experiences 

                                                           
40Danto, Krauss, Sontag, Osborne, Derrida, Kosuth, that list can be extended.  
41Joswiak (2013:15) calls attention to the possibility that “art tends to be ahead of its contemporary 
audience”. 
42“I was already aware that people spend very little time engaging with artwork and that this applied as much 
to my peers and colleagues as it did to the ‘general public’” (Deeth 2012:1). 
43Criticism/curation/ must take into account whether an artist is content with the way her/his work is 
exhibited (Jozwiak 2013:108). 
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for the viewer and for the work”. So, we should ask: how the experience of the artwork can 

be mediated and facilitated by the curator? 

To facilitate a change in viewers’ understanding and emotional response to the work by presenting 

interesting perceptions that they, due to a lack of expertise or differing viewpoints, do not have. In this 

view, new meaning is made by art theorists because they – through articles, catalogue essays, wall 

texts, etc. – shape the general apprehension of art and are perceived as the most qualified to process 

art’s complex languages (Jozwiak 2013:111). 

Consequently, there is a need to reflect, by what means can the museum or gallery 

exposition “enhance the viewer’s experience”? (Deeth 2012:5), and which principles 

should be employed to interest and encourage visitors to “effort” to spend more time with 

an artwork and try to engage with it? (Lynch 2006:19). 

This discussion brings us to the important point where we should take into conscience that 

the basic objective of a public museum or of any other exhibition space is to attract 

visitors. This fact is clear in the sociological studies about the museums and about the 

audience behavior, but for some reasons it is skipped in the literature about the curation 

and about the organization of exhibitions. Tzortzi (2007) highlights that the main motif 

why museums create permanent or temporary exhibitions, why they search for artistic 

solution and curatorial participation, why they develop interactive, educational, 

challenging exhibitions, etc., is practical- because the museums are interested to receive 

more visitors and that the visitors spend more time in the museum.  

Let's face it: museums without visitors would be like lifeless, empty halls with no purpose. This 

should remind us that the key role for museums is always to serve its visitors. To do this effectively 

and efficiently we have to understand the motivation and needs of different audience segments and 

create an atmosphere that offers a range of experiences. It is all about pulling down barriers and 

allowing visitor involvement and engagement (Waltl 2006:1). 

Deeth (2012:3) indicates that, to gain the audience, the museum should become “more 

inclusive”, should incorporate “discursive approaches” to engage with the general public. 

Exposition should contain some clues, some “encouragement of comparisons between the 

unfamiliar and the new and familiar concepts and objects” which can provide associative 

and emotional connections and references for the unprepared viewer to perceive the 

contemporary art.  
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Due to the argumentation developed above, emerges the question: How the curatorial 

project designed for the local exhibition place can involve with the local community? 

According to Montpetit (1995:45), the exhibition should be designed appealing to the 

potential audience; “the exhibitions held for the benefit of a community bring into play 

several frames of reference with which visitors can identify”. 

A key feature of exhibitions is the fact that they [exhibitions] are increasingly designed to appeal to 

everyone, as a public place open to the community at large… The aim is to enable all visitors to grasp 

immediately the principles governing the overall distribution of space and the assemblage of objects in 

particular groups (Montpetit 1995:43). 

To fulfill the task of this research, finding an effective model of organization of art 

exhibition in small and medium size cities in Portugal, it is important to understand what 

kind of subjects can be inspiring for a bigger range of artists, corresponding with interest of 

the communities and appealing for the receiving spaces. 

 

3.4 “Poetry in Visual”- the subject of the exhibition connecting artists 

and audience 

The choice of theme, which was proposed for the participants, emerged from readings, 

from visiting the art events and from the reflection about contemporary visual arts. 

Portugal is recognized as a land of poets and the identification of the population with 

poetry, independently from their tastes, education and occupation, is quite high: “a poesia 

foi um veículo de extraordinária relevância na caracterização da alma portuguesa e dos 

seusfeitos” (Amante 2011:19). 

Pimentel (2008:9) talks about the existence of contemporary Portuguese mythology, a 

system of cultural and historical references which provides a soil for the common identity 

of the community44. This auto-representation, the author admits, can often be an idealistic 

                                                           
44Silva (2011:187) envolves the issue of identity “como discurso sobre a identidade, …elaboração de uma 
afinidade entre duas pátrias: Portugal e a poesia” 
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projection to the history of Portugal, which mystifies and romanticizes the reality45. And 

Poetry makes part of “formas e manifestações da consciência mítica portuguesa”. 

In a broader sense, the concept of poiesis, which can be translated as the artistic creation 

and which shares the same root with poetry, is discursive for the artists too. Agamben 

(1999:8) wonders whether poetry has been expulsed from artistic creation by the 

“rhetoric”. “If the death of art is its inability to attain the concrete dimension of the work, 

the crisis of art in our time is, in reality, a crisis of poetry, of ποίησις, Ποίηις” (Agamben 

1994:36). All philosophy of art, Agamben continues, in analyzing the art somehow 

assumes the viewer’s position; “instead of envisaging the aesthetic problem from the point 

of view of the artist (the creator), considered art and the beautiful purely from that of the 

´spectator´". According to Agamben (1994:3) due to the introducing of the "spectator into 

the concept”, the appreciation and the interpretation of art has always been an aesthetic but 

a “disinterested” process.  The author suggests that for the artist (“the interested”) what 

induces him/her to create is “the promise of happiness”.  Employing such proposal, we can 

expand this description to the contemporary art: what the contemporary artist might see in 

his/her work is the promise of poiesis.  

The esthetical purpose of contemporary artist, Kosuth (1975) says, is to represent the 

contemporary itself, to describe its essence dispersed in everyday. So what does constitute 

the everyday? Thomas (2007:3) describes our experiences of everyday as regulated by “the 

emerging technological futures” in which the immediate data exchange and consummation 

seems meaningful. “The space and time needed for us to discern the relevance of this 

informational excess is collapsing and dissolving our lived experience”46. Poiesis needs 

perception, whereas technology and information insist on reception. Multiple devices and 

networks connect any step of the individual: the private is shared and communicated to 

deceive the loneliness (Adorno 1972). Everyday TV, Internet, blogs, chats, news provide a 

fake sensation of community and belonging, yet, if for a moment it stops, we experience an 

overwhelming emptiness. The project “A Poética do Visual” proposes a challenge: to know 

whether the principle of the informative value predominates in art or whether the artist is 
                                                           
45According to Pimentel (2008:42/43) such phenomenon of collectively shared myth is indeed dramatic: 
“São estes registos que fecundam e transformam a realidade pela promessa que não há, que será ou virá a 
ser: o sonho do Impossível, a gesta do mistério e o mistério encarnando em verbos de futuro”. 
46Data exchange is like a global force that is absorptive and oblivious; not people consume the information 
but the information consumes the people. At the bottom of the data there is submerged poiesis. 
“Technologies constitute saturate and penetrate us with transmissions of data” turning ridiculous the idea of 
poetical contemplation (Thomas 2007:3). 
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capable of turning explicit the poetry dispersed in the “fiction of contemporary” (Osborne 

2013).  

According to Kosuth (1975), the artist’s special capacity is of seeing, hearing, reflecting on 

visual and verbal significations and converting these experiences into artworks; the artist’s 

special capacity is of comprehension and poetical description of the cultural environment 

in which he/she finds himself. Artists understand and explore the relationship between self 

and contemporary, constructing an image of it from the reality around them. According to 

Crimp (1977:23), this relation resolves as an art object that reveals the inherent visuality of 

language and the informativeness of the image. Technologically mediated or handcrafted 

metaphorical descriptions of reality made by artists subvert our “associative mechanism” 

by linking dispersed ideas or by separating complex concepts into elementary parts.  

Exactly on this edge of losing control over the habitual associative patterns resides the 

capacity to perceive poiesis.  

Relying on this argumentation, we can pronounce the subject of the exhibition: inviting the 

artists to reveal the conscience of poetical in contemporary art, and inviting the viewer to 

perceive the contemporary through poiesis47. 

 

3.5 Types of art exhibitions  

Before going to the description of the curatorial part of this project, it is important to get 

informed about the contemporary modes of display in the museum spaces. In this sense, I 

discuss the existing principles of the organization of exhibitions, formal solutions and 

forms of critique based on the reading of Tzortzi (2007). 

According to Tzortzi (2007), the history of art exhibitions became conscious about the 

mode of display starting from the 19th century. At that time hanging of paintings by school 

                                                           
47Title of the exhibition “A Poética do Visual” was meant to inspire artists and audience to reflect of how can 
we engage poiesis in the condition of everyday, when we are exposed to the emerging amalgamation 
“between industry, arts and science”. The essence of poiesis is where the everyday has slowed to its 
“imperceptible Vibration” (Thomas, 2007:3); Art gives us a moment to discover other possibilities. 
According to Schröter (2010), art provides us “emotional space and time for reflection and contemplation”. 
Openness for poiesis fulfils a personal space, endows it with air and imagination, even if doesn’t bring the 
information, it brings the sensation of the meaningful presence). Through poiesis, the self has a present and 
as has a subject that enriches from what is exposed to him/her, that self can be explored. One of the concepts 
which stand behind the theme of the exhibition “A Poética do Visual” is to create such “emotional space”. 
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gave place to a new paradigm of organization of paintings by style or movement and 

placing them in the chronological order48. Such concept remained leading until the 1950s 

when museological process became very dynamic. More exhibitions turned to the 

presentation of series of works from particular artists, directing visitor’s attention to the 

deeper perception and appreciation of the artistic individuality. The figure of curator, 

emerging at that time as the exhibition thinker, critic and organizer, shifted the idea from 

telling a version of the history of arts to the free interpretation49: that gave development to 

a variety of forms and paradigms of an exhibition50. 

 

3.5.1 Comparison of organization principles of permanent and temporary 

art exhibitions 

Tzortzi (2007) observes two general formal kinds of exhibition in the museum space, 

independently from dimension, location or specialization: permanent exhibition and 

temporary show. If earlier the museums were collecting and presenting objects, 

contemporary museums tend to represent. Exhibition space can be also characterized as a 

metaphorical space where histories and narrative are created through the relations between 

objects. Through the thesis of Tzortzi (2007:461) we understand that the short exhibitions 

differ from the permanent ones by the following characteristics. Permanent exhibitions 

tend to “reproduce” the meaning; temporary exhibitions mostly “generate” new meanings.  

Long exhibitions, the author says, normally have “easy to read space syntaxes” and create 

a didactical narrative revealed trough chronological, thematic or other clear intellectual 

logic of display. Such exhibitions imply “restricted relations” between the objects in order 

to “reproduce the known” (Tzortzi 2007: 450). Permanent exhibitions are mostly designed 

to represent the knowledge in the interesting for their target audience form, than to 

challenge the mind of the viewer. The display of objects in the longtime exhibition is based 

on the “stability of information”; the space “represents” some idea or ideology rather than 

                                                           
48What is connected to development of the history of arts (see Tzortzi, 2007). 
49Here we can repeat what was said in the beginning of the Third Chapter: that from the exhibition of objects 
idea shifted to “exhibiting the exhibition”. 
50Since the 2000s, Tzortzi (2007) notes, art curatorial process, mostly supported by the biennales, is 
concerned with the “creation” of spaces. Curators inspire the artists to make “cite-specific” artworks which 
are provide the direct perception. 
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“presents” the works of art. To provide clarity and “control about the message” which the 

visitor will receive, there is a logic, symmetry, homogeneity and balance involved into the 

arrangement of the permanent collection (Tzortzi 2007:457). 

Although, by the first impression, temporary exhibitions have an absence of logic, Tzortzi 

(2007) explains, they are aiming more to enrich the emotional perception than to transmit a 

message. The narrative is “emergent” and built in the relation between the viewer and the 

display. Forming a short time exhibition, the author continues, curators give preference to 

the asymmetry of the assembly and to the “variety of spatial relations in one space” 

(Tzortzi 2007:462-3). Improvised changes of levels, patterns and techniques provide a 

possibility to “explore the space of the gallery” and “the interrupted spatial connections 

create a sensation of journey”. The personal involvement, which Tzortzi (2007:456) calls 

the “non-discursive aspect of experience”, is valuable for the temporary kind of art 

exhibition because it employs the curiosity of the viewer and evolves emotions. In contrast 

with a permanent exhibition, temporary display may intrigue the spectator with a “degree 

of uncertainty” about the message, intentionally created by the curators.  

 

3.5.2 Artistic interventions into permanent museum collections  

Artistic intervention into the museum collection can probably constitute the third, hybrid 

type of exhibition where permanent and temporary expositions are present at the same 

time. According to Carroll (2011), there are different possibilities for the artistic 

intervention into the Museum collection which can be based on the recombination of the 

objects from the museum collection, artistic works created by the inspiration from the 

museum collection or on the introduction of new artworks or artifacts into the museum 

collection. 

Intervention in the context of artistic practices implies an artist aiming to dispute power relations in 

the museum where pre-existing objects are often presented as an authoritative representation of the 

given culture (Carroll 2011:217). 

Stearn (2013) says that the aim of the artistic intervention is of creating meaningful 

connections between permanent and introduced objects. Reformulation of the relations 

between the objects in the gallery space reveals tensions between the past and the 

contemporary visions. Bringing into question the authority of the accepted conventions, 
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exposition in the form of artistic intervention allows active critical engagement of the 

viewer. In other words, the purpose of artistic intervention is critique transmitted through 

the mode of display: of the proper museum collection and of museological theories, or of 

aesthetical, social and ethical values and points of view (Stearn 2013:40). Creating 

juxtapositions to the museum objects or to the arrangements of objects, artists and curators 

subvert the pre-intended meanings of the collection and open the possibilities for 

subjective readings and interpretations of history51.  

Artist-as-curator projects, as a sub-category of artist interventions, can participate in transforming the 

museum from authoritative purveyor of grand narratives, undermining the false objectivity of 

impersonal museum interpretation by turning to the opposite extreme of privileging a unique personal 

response, while also providing a succinct and compelling way of expressing the subjectivity of 

historical interpretation without resorting to extensive, sometimes abstruse text, or a laborious 

summary of all possible explanations (Stearn 2013:42). 

However, Carrol La (2011:223-234) argues that artistic interventions into the museum 

collection are not “necessarily critical readings of the museum collections”. “In practice 

these are the works of individual artists [and curators], not institutions. Responding to 

specific conditions in each museum, artist´s interventions often dislodge typical 

taxonomies”. What the author means is that there is a risk that intervention into the 

museum collection might simply replace one presupposed meaning with another52. While 

the aim of an intervention into the museum collection is intended to be an open discourse, 

“turning museum objects into projects” (Carrol La 2011:217). 

 

3.6 Perception versus Informativeness  

Summing up what was said above, if the intervention into the museum collection is clearly 

critical, it remains very informative. Tzortzi (2007:461) makes an interesting observation 

that the reduction of the informativity or less explicit logic of the exposition raises the 

                                                           
51Like Haacke did in this intervention Mixed Messages (2001), in V&A Museum, London, constructing a 
new perspective over postcolonial critique and western ideology. 
52In case of interventions into postcolonial collections, for example: Fred Wilson, Metalwork 1723-1880 
(1992) from Mining The Museum (1992) created a discourse by presenting in the same vitrine elegant silver 
works and of slave shackles created by the same workshop; this way the artist changes the logic of the 
exposition, the critical intervention indicates the viewer to reflect on the objectivity and ethical condition of 
the colonial history (Birchall 2012:11). 
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capacity of aesthetical effect of it on the viewer53. Developing further this idea the author 

distinguishes two common characteristics of the organization of expositions depending on 

the curatorial concept and character of a space and of objects: 

1) Logical connection between objects; 

2) Semi logical, visual connection between objects.  

1) Logical connection between objects, Tzortzi says, delivers a predefined meaning; it is 

more suitable for permanent collections, which tend to the “stability of information”. The 

space contains a message; the way in which objects are arranged in the space means 

something different than the objects themselves.  

2) Exposition based on the visual composition of objects implies less control about the 

message and more freedom of interpretation. The objects are still connected, but no 

rational order can be revealed; “common language of the works on display opens up for 

wider level of communication” (Tzortzi 2007:384). In the visual arrangement of the 

exposition, the meaning what is delivered is abstract, it is of the emotional kind and 

provides for the visitors “enjoyable contemplative experience” (Tzortzi 2007:389). 

 

3.7 Heterogeneity of contemporary art as a clue for its presentation   

Sontag (1961:2,9), referring to the interpretation of art says that the form is the content. 

That definition is applicable for the artistic curation too. Curation speaks through the form 

of presentation. And when we think about the ways of presentation contemporary art, we 

should consider the features of it. Hall Foster (2010:1) asserts that the main characteristic 

which can be attributed to contemporary art is its “heterogenity”. Contemporary art 

legitimates itself through a “float free of historical determination, conceptual definition, 

and critical judgment”. Contemporary artworks might often remind of or look like previous 

styles or artistic movements54, however such visual likeness is not belonging to the same 

                                                           
53Developing further this idea the author says that concepts of the organization of exhibitions are individual 
for different museums and curators; each case generates original principles, depending on the purposes of the 
exhibitions and on the strategies of the museums. 
54However Rosenstein (2002), argues, that although institutionalism tends to generalize, there is no unique 
theory for arts, there are as many unique voices and expressions as the artists. 
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paradigm; it is but a simple resemblance. Considering these facts, Aranda (2009:1) shares 

the first-hand about the challenge which a curator faces when exhibiting contemporary art: 

We thought first to organize it according to movement. Yet there have been no significant movements 

in the past twenty years, and artists have not been interested in organizing themselves around any. By 

medium? But contemporary artists work with their materials in a variety of different, and more often 

hybrid, ways. By geographic region? Well, that approach is probably better suited to the CIA. In the 

end, we found that no objective structure or criterion exists with which to organize artistic activity 

from the past twenty years or so. 

Tzortzi (2007:382) sees a positive possibility of curation of contemporary art when 

artworks of different kinds, mediums, sizes and countries can be brought together. The 

author agrees that contemporary artworks are heterogenic; they do not belong to any 

school or movement, or maybe exactly imitating them! The same mimesis without 

meaning may be the base of the curatorial approach. Through the apparent diversity, it 

reveales the “common language of works, independently from their origin”, what opens 

possibilities of communication. Assemblage of works, the author reflects, can be solved 

according to the principle of “resemblance”.  

[…] the emphasis is placed on relationships […]. Artists, apparently different in respect to aesthetic 

goals or artistic movements are grouped together so that their interaction brings out traits in common, 

reveals correspondences, and creates a unity of atmosphere (Tzorti: 381). 

Further reading of Tzortzi (2007: 384) provides the idea that the connection which is to be 

revealed in formation of contemporary art exhibition space is poetical. Replacement of 

logical approach by resemblance between objects provides positive effects for both, 

specialized viewer and amateur: the educated viewer can refresh his/her knowledge 

patterns and the amateur viewer easily creates associations by “reading” the dialogues 

between artworks. What all together contributes to the “quality of experience”. 

Morphological variation, axial fragmentation, and visual concealment stimulate curiosity, allow for 

surprises, and emphasize the sense of exploration. The display itself, based on visual codes and poetic 

juxtapositions of works, privileges aesthetic readings, but, at the same time, it is highly exploratory 

intellectually, since it engages the viewer with making the links between works and exploring possible 

meanings.  (Tzortzi 2007:411). 

Stearn (2013:44) suggests that “the unusual juxtapositions” in the presentation of a 

collection may have positive outputs on the viewer´s interpretation of the exhibition. In the 
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situation where the viewer is encouraged for curiosity when assisting the exhibition, from 

passive consumer he/she becomes an active critic.  

 

Chapter 4 

Presentation of contemporary art in Aveiro:  

exhibition “A Poética do Visual”      

4.1 Call for artists. Selection. Exposition 

During the call for artists for the exhibition ART-MAP Aveiro, which was open from 20 of 

February to 20 of April 2015, I received a whole of 186 submissions with about 400 

artworks. The applications contained very different proposals which included poetry, 

painting, graphics, photography, video and installation. Despite such diversity of mediums, 

most of the artworks contained an individual response to the proposed theme of the 

exhibition “A Poética do Visual”; each work revealed a certain concern of the author about 

the presence or manifestation of poiesis in contemporary world. Artists from different 

countries, although contaminated by the diverse cultural backgrounds, revealed an amazing 

unity of their readings the context of the exhibition. When I say unity, it should not be 

confused with looking alike or repeating clichés; the artworks are very original in their 

concept and artistic solution; still there is a notable reflection over the connection of 

language, text and image expressed in the form of a visual statement. Remarkable is that 

most of the works are endowed with symbols and metaphors, which creates a complex 

system of references, unique for each of the works, but contributing to the discourse about 

what the poetry today is and how is it perceived in contemporaneity. 

This chapter, a practice-based section, describes the organization of space and narratives 

which were created in the venues. In the Museum of the City of Aveiro the exhibition took 

the shape of an intervention into the permanent collection. The narrative line which started 

in the Museum, with certain adjustments to the gallery got a continuation in the Capitania 

Gallery. To better fulfill the concept, the selection of artworks and space design had to be 

made at the same time, considering spaces, features and properties of the museological 

objects and artworks from the permanent collection. 
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Those who have experience in forming art exhibitions will agree that to make a balanced 

exhibition most often the artworks are distributed in the gallery in a way to create a 

favorable contrast to each other: the small objects are combined with big ones; dark 

canvases are mixed up with light or colorful works, elaborately detailed pieces are 

confronted by plane or unfussy artworks, etc. However, for the exposition in Aveiro I 

employed an alternative principle.  

The title “A Poética do Visual” gives a clue to the understanding of the organization of this 

exhibition. The artistic intervention into the permanent collection was composed as a 

visual poem; it obeys to rhythm and rhyme. The same challenge which was proposed to the 

participating artists, contemporary discourse through poiesis, constituted my task as a 

creative component of exhibition curation. In Guido (1994:131-137) we can read that 

poetry communicates through metaphors, poetry recreates verbal codes and provides new 

associations. 

Visual rhyme I understand as resemblance and mimesis. The resemblance between 

museological objects and contemporary artworks was found in shape, color, subject, 

pattern, genre or texture. The underlying idea was to form an immediate impression, follow 

spontaneous decisions which a child would make playing with unknown objects, who 

would install whatever objects of a common size: a doll, a toy donkey, a book, father’s 

flipper and a robot at the tea table, imagining their conversation. 

 

4.2 Artistic Intervention in the Museum of the City of Aveiro, with 

examples 

Intervention in the museum collection, according to Carrol La (2011:217), aims to render 

the history and the meanings into a discourse and to revive the visual codes; this way we 

can translate them, and form a line of subjective associations and interpretations. 

The permanent collection of the Museum of the City of Aveiro is intended to give a 

historical/cultural impression about the region; it is organized by theme and medium: tools 

with tools, ceramics with ceramics, and paintings with paintings. Each hall is composed 

and completed by its own logic and the only motif connecting the assemblies in the rooms 

is the reference to Aveiro.  Long corridors and staircases work as areas of transition and 
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some of them contain pictures or artifacts. Halls are very quiet. Inside the Museum the 

curtains remain closed and most of the lamps are off for economical reasons, so the whole 

gallery with a moderately dispersed collection of salt work dusty tools, yellow/brown 

documents, few insignificant statues, paintings, ceramics and reproductions of somebody’s 

old portraits, related to the history of the region, produces an impression that the time 

stopped here. 

As the first step of the intervention, I proposed opening the curtains and letting the day 

light in. By force of the agreement, the objects from the permanent collection could not be 

moved or changed, so the new artworks occupied free spaces on the walls and floor. The 

video works were distributed between rooms in a way that, while being in one hall the 

visitor could catch some sounds from the next hall, what provided the expectation of 

content.   

The way I composed the intervention in the Museum of Aveiro is intended to deconstruct 

the meaning rather than to criticize the old one or create a new one. The critic of Stearn 

(2013) towards the intervention into the V&A Museum, Mixed Messages (2001) by 

Haacke, is inspired the present interpretation55. The works of artists were introduced into 

the Museum of the City of Aveiro collection in the mimetic or rhythm manner in 

preference to any logical connection; the “messages are mixed”, the senses are multiple.  

The grouping of objects in this intervention is a search for something other than an isolated 

perception of an artwork or an object. Contemporary pieces imitate the museum objects; 

question the authority of the museum narrative, turning the story, presented as serious 

truth, into absurd and playful. The new artworks and the museum objects “[…] become 

merely raw materials, not works of art, relegated to mere components in a larger vision, in 

which it is within the syntax rather than the individual words that the meaning, therefore 

the interest, is to be found?” (Stearn 2013:44). 

From the moment when a didactic dry line of the permanent collection is spiced with 

contemporary artworks which were made in a different time, with different intension and 

induced by different concepts, the whole story loses its stability; structure becomes liquid, 

                                                           
55“Each grouping of objects within a room seemed linked by an underlying theme, but this was implicit rather 
than explicit and the onus was put upon the visitor to draw out these connections and their implied meanings” 
(Stearn 2013:40 about Mixed Messages, 2001, Haacke, V&A museum). 
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suggestive, and seductive, the visitor can witness a dialogue of the contemporary artworks 

with the museum artifacts. According to Stearn (2013:40), “The new artistic objects 

installed between the museum collection objects liberate these objects from the luggage of 

connotation”. The statement obtains a question mark. This way a very thematic museum 

collection arranged to prove and illustrate a predefined story- the history of Aveiro in this 

case - becomes a pretext to create many alternative stories. The message, which can be 

delivered and the meaning which can be constructed by the observer is of non-informative 

nature. Still, the meaning exists, it is of abstract and emotional kind providing the 

condition, as Tzortzi recalls, for the “aesthetical” experience.  

Next, on the examples of several halls of the Museum of the City of Aveiro, I will illustrate 

the concept expressed above.  

 

Ill.13 Museum of the City of Aveiro. Installation by José Plácido (Portugal) Invasoras (2013), limestone, 
metal wire; 

In one of the rooms of the Museum, the permanent collection is constituted by the portraits 

of noble men important for the history of Aveiro.  As we can see on the (Ill.13), the 

pictures are distributed on the wall in an asymmetrical free manner and supported by a 
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composition of white squares. The white squares are probably serving as a metaphor of 

other people who are not remembered by history. A contemporary artwork by José Plácido, 

Invasoras (2013) was installed in front of the portraits. The miniature sculpture heads of 

women are connected by thin iron sticks to the pieces of stone (calçada portuguesa). The 

exposition was composed by the principle of rhythm: the white stone squares with the 

white squares on the wall, the sculpture portraits with the black-and-white images on the 

wall. The diverse size and height level of the sculptures corresponds with the same 

arrangement of the pictures. The photo clearly illustrates that it is not possible to view one 

installation separately from another. The permanent installation and the contemporary 

artwork obtain a visual connection. The dialogue between two pieces becomes a proposal 

for the critical interpretation of history and genders.    

 

 Ill.14 Museum of the City of Aveiro. Arnont Nonguao (Thailand) Drink sky on the Rabbit´s Field (Lost 
Control), (2014), experimental film; 

On the next picture (Ill. 14), we can see how the modern times collection and a postmodern 

artistic work can interact. The historical artifact in the glass vitrine - the ancient telegraph 

was combined with a video work, Drink sky on the Rabbit´s Field (Lost Control) (2014) by 

Arnont Nonguao. The film is a dynamic experimental composition which transmits an 
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emotion through the movement of wheels, devices and discs. The mimesis between the two 

artifacts was found in the shape, technical detail and color. The tension between them is 

revealed through the contrast statics-movement relation and on the difference of scales. 

The contemporary artwork by its dynamics and sound induces into the small, insignificant 

museum object a potential of a mechanism, the industrial dream of Modernity. On the 

other hand, through the presentation next to the museum device, the video, capturing a 

mechanical repetitiveness of the broken machines: separate bicycle wheel, recycled 

transistor and forgotten coffee machine, obtains an “objecthood”. Yet we cannot separate 

the perception of the two, the interpretation now lays in-between the museum object and 

the contemporary work and manifests itself as an allegorical gap between the expectations 

of the past-away modernity and defragmented abstract sensibility of the emerging 

postmodern.  

One more picture of the intervention in the Museum of the City of Aveiro (Ill.15) is built 

on the same pattern-shape repetition. While the white cubes on the first ground present 

ceramics from the permanent collection, the TV, installed on the same white cube, and the 

graphics on the wall are the contemporary artworks by Robin Vollmar (The Netherlands), 

titled Reorganization (2014).  

The artist explores the possibilities of combination of different mediums in the creation of 

a visual artwork to reveal relations between space and time. The video part consists of a 

trembling circle and the graphics part captures the same circle but in all positions at once. 

The composition, which I created as an intervention, continues the discourse started by the 

artist and contributes to it by introducing three-dimensional round objects [ceramic vases 

in front] into a row. The physicality becomes suggestive, the composition plays with the 

ontology of a circle.   
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 Ill.15 

Museum of the City of Aveiro. Robin Vollmar (The Netherlands) Reorganization (2014), printmaking and 

graphic animation;  

The last example from the museum of the city of Aveiro, which I would like to describe, is 

the room with a diving suit (Ill 16). I confronted the costume of the ancient diver presented 

in the permanent collection by the portrait O Homem do escafandro (2014) made by a 

Portuguese artist, Pedro Espanhol. The obvious resemblance between the two makes a 

separate perception impossible. The portrait grants the costume with a personality and with 

a sense which was amputated from it by placing it in a white room. The costume endows 

the portrait with physicality; however, we are not able to distinguish who of them is the 

original and who is the representation.  
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 Ill.16 
Museum of the City of Aveiro. Painting by Pedro Espanhol (Portugal), O Homem do escafandro  (2014), 
acrylics on canvas, 50 cm;  

4.3 Contemporary Art Exhibition in the Gallery of Capitania, with 

examples 

The Gallery of the Capitania Building is a huge exhibition space with much natural light 

and windows looking to the city center through the waters of the Lagoon of Aveiro. The 

gallery plan is very flexible due to the forty units of movable walls which permit an 

individual solution for each exhibition. Distribution of the walls for this exposition was 

partly induced by practical reasons. As a result of the condition that most of the gallery 

lamps are burned and needing to be changed, the walls were built in a way to profit 

maximum of the daylight for the objects. Additionally, two dark rooms were constructed 

for the video presentations.  

Due to the diversity of artworks, the design of the gallery hall and the distribution of 

artworks were made during the selection and the montage went according to the plan. 

The exposition here was formed of the contemporary artworks only; however, the way of 

grouping the objects was inspired by the Museum of the City of Aveiro intervention 

principle. Movable walls were arranged to form several compartments, each of them 

received several artworks, arranged by the resemblance principle. A dialogue between the 

objects was based on common color, pattern or shape matching independently from the 
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technique in which these works were produced. Remarkable is that through the formal 

similarities the compositions seemed to have a continuous story line.  

On the next picture (Ill.17), we can see a part of the exposition based on the rhythm, where 

not only the artifacts, but also the wall structures and the description papers contribute to 

the composition. Different artworks support each other through the continuation of 

rectangular black-and-white shapes within them. Grouping of photographs, installations 

and artists books created by different authors becomes suggestive to construct a narrative. 

Portrait of Fernando Pessoa (2014), by Nicole Matos works as a symbolic center of the 

visual arrangement and the other artworks contribute to the poetical retrospective.    

 

Ill.17 Gallery of the Capitania Building. Diogo Vieira (Portugal), O Nosso Ouro (2014), installation, 
limestone and gold paper, 80x80x7 cm; Segismundo (Portugal), Homage to Al Berto, or… Ode 
to a 1/4 (room) of superficiality (2013), mixed technique, 88x67x56 cm; Nicole Vanessa Matos (Portugal), 
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Fernando Pessoa (2014), digital illustration, 59.4x84.1 cm, 2015; Catarina Real (Portugal), Módulo do 
Infinito (2014), book installation; António Cabral Castilho (Portugal), Coisas do nada e daqui (2015), 3 
photographs, 27x27 cm; Ting Bao (China/Italy), Memory Land (2014), photograph, 28.5x28.5 cm; Isabel de 
Andrade (Portugal), Mistério da Flor Vermelha (2014), papier mache on iron wire structure, 172x68x42cm; 
Ewa Kulesza (Poland) Spacetime (2013), artist’s book, mixed technique, 24x31 cm; 

The next exhibition compartment in the Capitania Gallery (Ill.18) is based on the repetition 

of shapes, patterns and objects; this arrangement is very tangible and built around the 

fragility of materials. Pieces of furniture and table cloth from the artistic installations by 

Rogério Guimarães, “Untitled” from the series “Day In, Day Out” are reiterated in the 

series of photographs from “She” Project by Mide Plácido, who studies the issues of 

female identity through the plastic expression. 

 

 Ill.18 Gallery of the Capitania Building. Rogério Guimarães (Portugal), Untitled from the series “Day In, 
Day Out” (2014), graphite and charcoal on paper, folding table,60x60x70 cm; Mide Plácido (Portugal), 
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Projecto “She”(2015), installation, series of photography; Filipa Cruz (France/Portugal), Cartas para ontem  
(2013), installation of light boxes, 24x32 cm; 

The chaos of black threads on the first ground is supported by the confused knot of white 

cables which makes part of the light box installation Cartas para Ontem, by Filipa Cruz. 

On approaching, we discover that the tablecloth is made of coal and vegetable paper and 

the letters in the light boxes are just pressed on the thin white paper, tiny, shiny, warm due 

to the lamp and nearly invisible.  

The persistence of human figures inside the black frames on the floor reveals the dramatic 

absence of a person on the chair and at the table. The dialogue between the artworks is 

constructed through their physicality, cleanness and nostalgic auto-representation. 

 

 Ill.19 Gallery of the Capitania Building. Telma Salema Valente (Portugal), Acqua Bella (2013), aquarella 
14.8×21 cm ; Mélanie Rodrigues (Portugal), Globus (2014), art object, faience 10.5x10.5 cm;  José Carlos 
Barreiros, Portugal Nu, Guitarra amarela, Cesto de Pêras (2015), oil on canvas, 30x40 cm;  Joana 
Azevedo (Portugal), On ne voit bien qu’avec le Coeur (2014),  graffiti over wood, aprox. 60x100x80 cm, 6 
kg; 

The last example from the Capitania Gallery which I want to refer, (Ill. 19), is an 

exposition based on the pattern and color recurrence. Blue-green, orange and black 

elements keep the composition. The assembly of multiple grotesque shapes, replicated in 
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painting, collage, piece of furniture and finally seen inversed through the eye of the 

Globus, an interactive object by Mélanie Rodriges, joins into the abstract message. The 

unity of chaotic lines and anthropomorphic shapes represented in different scales proposes 

some meaning, but the meaning collapses into a pixilated picture of reality. Although the 

artworks are from authors whose creation is founded on very different concepts, there is a 

storyline between them, which can be perceived via visual resemblance. 

 

Conclusion  

Along the dissertation, several times we had to study how the figure, profession and 

practice of the curator is seen in literature. The curator is a manager, space designer, 

facilitator, exhibition organizer; the curator can be an independent professional or 

employed by a cultural institution or both; the curator deals with artists, objects, ideas, 

meanings, museum, collections, administrations, equipment Strauss (2007) says that for 

curators the most important vehicle is the “understanding of artists. …to take what they 

found in artists’ works and do whatever it took to present it in the strongest possible way to 

an interested public”. Sometimes this means combining the artistic curation with other 

related works that enhance or extend it. From the experience of this project I can add for 

the list that curatorial work cannot be summarized only as the visual results of it; it is a 

process in which one is leading and being lead. The work which involves personal 

interaction with the artists and getting familiar with their stories and artworks makes the 

curatorial work complex and very personal.  

In this perspective, before summing up the work which was described above, the first thing 

I need say is that this dissertation is not just an academic project which feasibility was 

tested in Aveiro; this is also a public work. For the participating artists, their guests, 

museum workers, city authorities, for the audience who visited the exhibition this event 

was real. And for me, as the initiator of the ART-MAP Moving Curatorial Project and the 

curator of the exhibition, this was a great responsibility and joy. This curatorial project was 

thought for two years before the work started and it was the reason why I joined the master 

program. According to Szántó (2007:69), one of the essential qualities of a curator should 

be curiosity, the capacity to reinvent the things and to question the conventions. And we 
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have to accept that a curatorial enquiry is primary driven by the subjective motives which 

after acquire theoretical ground, and reasonable explanations.  

The personal motivation of this project originated from several experiences and 

convictions, which all together can be characterized by a very suitable Portuguese word 

cidadania. If we want some changes, we should do something for these changes56. After 

living in several cultural capitals, I cannot dismiss the observation of how little of art 

events happen in the medium and small cities in Portugal; on the other side, the events do 

not happen by themselves, it’s the people who make them happen.  This research reveals 

that there are all facilities for the cultural events to happen, including space, equipment, 

professionals and public. Several international participants visiting the exhibition in Aveiro 

confirmed that Aveiro has in its potential the exposition conditions which even the bigger 

cities not always can afford. And all of the participants expressed the desire to participate 

in future events in Aveiro and in the other regions. There is a positive effect for the 

museum too. According to the statistics provided by the museum, in the period of the 

exhibition, from 26th of June to 30th of August 2015, a total of 2231 people visited the 

museum, which is 25% more than the amount of visitors registered for the same period of 

2014. Besides, twenty contemporary artworks were donated to the museum for the 

enrichment of the collection by the initiative of the authors.  

The whole project ended up to be an empirical research, which for several months 

demanded much concentration, organization, flexibility and personal investment of energy. 

However, nor in the beginning nor in the progress, up until the conclusion of the project 

was there any absolute certainty that it was realizable and the exhibition was going to 

happen. Despite the theoretical work, planning and vision of what is wanted as a result, we 

should be ready that in practice there will be many surprises. And exactly that happened. 

The research was driven by practice; the challenges which emerged are incorporated into 

this dissertation and provided a notion and some experience of curation. Although most of 

the task was dedicated to the management, nevertheless from the beginning to the end this 

undertaking was of a creative kind.  

Szeemann, one of the curators of Venice Biennale said, “The nice thing about utopias is 

precisely that they fail. For me, failure is a poetic dimension of art” (Winkelmann 2001:22). 

Curating a show in which nothing could fail is, for Szeemann, a waste of time. So what is 
                                                           
56 “Be the change you want in the world”. – Mahatma Gandhi 
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the failure of this project? The fact that this curatorial project is realizable is proved, 

however the actuality of such project for local administrations is questionable. Despite the 

particular positive results which have been obtained by experimenting the exhibition model 

in Aveiro and which demonstrated on practice that there are all conditions and possibilities 

for small and medium cities in Portugal to hold big scale international art events, and the 

benefit of such enterprise for the cultural flow, municipal gallery space and touristic 

development; this project can be comprehended as an utopist one. Although it is 

beneficiary and costless for the local administration, the whole idea of this project probably 

mismatches with the local cultural politics. There are national and international artists 

wanting to participate with their work in the exhibitions in small and medium size cities in 

Portugal. There is a good quality art and there is potential public for it. Technical and 

human recourses in the local museum are sufficient to receive a biennale-like 

contemporary event. But technical and human recourses in the local museums are also self-

sufficient to represent necessary numbers in the annual reports. Activation of these 

resources to support the cultural event (as the project proposes to do) on practice is 

perceived a useless annoyance of bureaucracy paradise that occupies the municipal cultural 

space. In general, nor museum directors, nor the workers express a special enthusiasm 

about holding temporary exhibitions. And here we understand that nothing have 

considerably changed since Plato, who proposed that 

If a man who was capable by his cunning of assuming every kind of shape and imitating all things 

should arrive in our city, bringing with himself the poems which he wished to exhibit, we should fall 

down and worship him as a holy and wondrous and delightful creature, but should say to him that 

there is no man of that kind among us in our city, nor is it lawful for such a man to arise among us, 

and we should send him away to another city…(Republic: X) 

According with the concept of this project maximum emphasis has been putted for the 

promotion of the exhibition and promotion of the municipal exhibition space; however, 

individual effort is not enough to make a discrete and unknown gallery popular. Only 

several years of a focused team work can give a desired result: that public gallery spaces in 

the center of the Aveiro become familiar for the locals and famous with the tourists. 
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What keys for the future enquiry have been obtained? 

The field of curatorial work in the periphery, engaging municipal exhibition centers is very 

little studied in Portugal. Although there are several recent articles reflecting over the 

improvement of performance of the local exhibition spaces in Portugal and proposing 

bringing cultural activity to the regions, mostly they point on the general problem but do 

not focus on any particular case or on a probable solution. The aim of this dissertation was 

to solve a formal matter: to find out and try an effective model of independent curatorial 

project executable in small and medium cities in Portugal employing and activating the 

existing recourses. Although driven by the interest about artistic curation, due to the 

circumstance that there is not available any similar model to assume or to study from 

which to take example, this research first had to obtain the necessary knowledge by 

experience. The fact that the organizational part of the project, its objectives and 

difficulties were tested during the organization of the exhibition in Aveiro provides the 

foundation for the ART-MAP project. This fist experience in some extent will be relevant 

to the exhibitions in other regions of Portugal. While this task was fulfilled, during the 

process and through the practice, several questions have been raised and emerged a few 

esthetical issues, which can be developed as further enquiries. Actually, the project rather 

generated new questions than brought to any conclusions. The matters, such as of 

exhibition space, ways of presentation of the contemporary art in local museum or cultural 

center, decentralization of artistic activity, communication of the contemporary art to the 

local audience through the form of exposition, questioning of identity through the 

exposition, actuality and outputs of the intervention of the contemporary art into the 

permanent museum collection and creation of a discourse trough the objects, are just some 

of the materials which can be involved into future exhibition proposals. 
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Resumo 

 Proponho  um  projecto  de  Curadoria  Artística  para  ocupar  os  espaços  de  exposição  do 
Museu da Cidade de Aveiro e da Galeria da Capitania durante o mês de  Junho 2015. Este 
evento de arte irá contribuir paraa vida cultural da cidade atraindo o público para os espaços 
e irá promover as obras dos participantes. O objectivo do projecto é desenvolver e aprovar 
um modelo  de  organização  de  exposições  de  Arte  visual  que  seja  eficaz  em  cidades  de 
pequena  e média dimensão  em  Portugal.  Este  estudo  vai  investigar  as  possibilidades dos 
espaços municipais  que  poderiam  ter  uma  vantagem  servindo  de  plataforma  e  apoio  à 
participação  artística e  facilitar o  conhecimento dos  artistas  com os potenciais  lugares de 
exposição. A parte organizacional do projecto da Curadoria vai efetuar‐se através dowebsite 
e  pressupõe‐se  a  autorização  da  Câmara  para  colocar  os  endereços  e  os  contactos  dos 
espaços de  exposição  envolvidos no projecto;  a parte de  evento decorrer de  acordo  com 
oprotocolo  normal  de  organização  de  exposições  (entrega  das  obras,  montagem, 
inauguração). 

 

 

 

 

 



Projecto 

No  âmbito  do Mestrado  em  Criação  Artística  Contemporânea,  proponho‐me  desenvolver 
como trabalho final um projecto sobre Curadoria de Exposições. 

Há muitos artistas que procuram a oportunidade de ser expostos. O projecto põe como o seu 
objectivo principal encontrar um modelo eficaz de organização da exposição de arte, tendo 
em  conta  as  difíceis  condições  em  que  Portugal  se  encontra;  e  como  segundo  objectivo 
facilitar o contacto dos artistas com novos lugares de exposição, eventualmente descobrindo 
outras possibilidades de mercado de Arte.  

A base conceptualdo Projecto de Curadoria é uma Galeria de Arte sem paredes ‐ envolvendo 
como palco de exposições espaços que já existem; em vez de estabelecer mais um lugar de 
exposição, proponho‐me  criar um conteúdo para os  lugares disponíveis. Estes existem em 
grande quantidade: cada cidade pequena e média em Portugal tem um ou mais espaços de 
exposição adequados, como um Museu Regional ou um Centro Cultural, que podem servir 
como um palco perfeito para a realização dos projectos de Curadoria. 

Uma vez aprovado, o modelo de projecto de Curadoria Artística pode ser proposto para as 
pequenas cidades em Portugal.  

Para começar, eu proponho‐me  lançar o projecto na região de Aveiro, com pretexto de um 
pequeno  evento  de  arte  visual  que  irá  promover  as  obras  dos  participantes,  dinamizar 
condições  a  vida  cultural  e  contribuir  para  o  bem‐estar  do  espaço  cultural  local  (Museu, 
Centro Cultural)  ligando‐o com os artistas e os visitantes. A cidade de Aveiro possui vários 
espaços  institucionais bem equipados  ‐ Museu de Cidade, Museu de Arte Nova, Galeria da 
Capitania – e que apresentam as condições de exposição. 

Este  estudo  centra  a  sua  atenção  em  lugares  que  poderiam  ganhar  bastante  servindo  de 
plataforma e apoio à participação artística.  

No domínio conceptual, o projecto vai se relacionar e reflectir sobre vários pontos: situação 
económica dos artistas visuais em Portugal, com carreira difícil, a desconexão entre centros 
de arte municipais e mercado da arte, seguido pela falta de investimento promocional para 
os espaços de exposição. 

Na  área  operacional  (e  de  acordo  com  os  objectivos  acima  referidos)  pretende‐se: 
desenvolver uma base  teórica e  trabalho prático de organizar o evento em acordo  com o 
plano, permitindo embora um conjunto de mudanças no  trabalho dependo das condições, 
possibilidades e dificuldades. 

A promoção, divulgação  e  anúncio  são  concebidos  como uma parte muito  importante do 
Projecto,  devendo  incluir  promoção  na  Internet,  bem  como  divulgação  por  meios 
tradicionais feita com antecedência (convites, cartazes, imprensa). 

A  realização  do  projecto  supõe  a  solicitação  do  apoio  dos municípios  locais  na  área  de 
comunicação  e  financiamento,  bem  como  captação  de  recursos  através  de  uma  taxa  de 
inscrição de participantes. 



Metodologia e Resultados esperados 

 O meu trabalho vai desenvolver‐se em várias abordagens paralelas.  

Primeira abordagem: a)uma pesquisa sobre projectos semelhantes já existentes; análise dos 
resultados positivos ou mau desempenho de projectos que não tiveram sucesso; pressupõe 
trabalho de pesquisa bibliográfica e de projecto; criação do web site. 

b) A proposta de um projecto de exposição para o município, a negociação de condições, o 
apoio possível, financiamento, assistência, recursos, datas de eventos, alojamento. 

Segunda  abordagem:  a  investigação  sobre  os  potenciais  locais  de  exposição,  estratégia  e 
desenvolvimento do plano de curadoria e comunicação; elaboração de um plano estratégico: 
é  importante  fazer um projecto atraente para ambas as partes envolvidas: as autoridades 
locais e artistas participantes; 

Terceira  abordagem:  a  realização de um  concurso de arte on‐line;  a promoção do evento 
baseado na Internet, revisão dos portfolios. 

Quarta  abordagem:  realização  da  exposição  de  arte. O  evento  será  seguido  de  relatório 
registo  fotográfico e de  imprensa, que  irá ajudar na promoção do projecto de Curadoria e 
contribuir para a reflexão sobre a actividade e melhorias no conceito. 

Esta  ideia é baseada na experiência pessoal e observação da  ligação entre a promoção das 
artes  e  do  bem‐estar  dos  artistas  em  diferentes  países.  O  percurso  artístico  de 
funcionamento pretende "contaminar" e ser contaminado pelo programa "Europa Criativa". 
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A POéTICA DO VISUAL

www.projectartmap.com

 POETRY IN VISUAL



Poetry in Visual

Recent art theories inspire a line which does not care about the poetical element in the practice 
and interpretation. Moreover the condition of ubiquity of the cult of information and consummation, 
presented to us as a matter of an unavoidable contemplation, deviates this concept from our 
concern.  In this sense the actuality of the idea of poiesis needs to be confronted. 

Data exchange is like a global force that is absorptive and oblivious; it’s not people who consume the 
information but the information that consumes the people. Multiple devices and networks connect 
any step of the individual: privacy is shared and communicated to deceive the loneliness. 

Art gives us a moment to discover other possibilities. Art facilitates us emotional space and time 
for reflection and contemplation. Openness for poiesis fulfils a personal space, endows it with air 
and imagination and brings the sensation of the meaningful presence. 

This project features the artist’s special capacity for seeing, hearing, reflecting on visual and 
verbal significations and converting these experiences into artworks; the artist’s special capacity 
of comprehension and poetical description of the cultural and political environment in which he/she 
finds himself. 

The exhibition “Poetry in Visual” brings together artworks which involve the concept of image, text 
and auto-reflection. Shaping text into images and objects or translating images into text, artists 
disclose the inherent visuality of language and the informativeness of the image. Through such 
transgression of visual into poetical and poetical into visual we can comprehend the issues which 
slide away from us in the everyday. 

Technologically mediated or handcrafted metaphorical descriptions of reality made by artists 
challenge our conventions; exactly on this edge of losing control over the habitual associative 
patterns dwells the capacity to perceive poiesis.

Madina Ziganshina
Curator of the exhibition
Aveiro, 2015 



A Poética do Visual

As recentes teorias da arte inspiram uma linha que não se preocupa com o elemento poético 
na prática e na interpretação. Além disso, a condição da ubiquidade do culto da informação e do 
consumismo, a nós apresentado como uma forma inevitável de contemplação, afasta este conceito da 
nossa consciência. Nesse sentido a actualidade da ideia de poiesis necessita de ser confrontada. 

A troca de dados persiste como uma força global absorvente e alheia; não são as pessoas a consumir 
a informação, mas é a informação que consome as pessoas. Vários dispositivos e redes ligam todos 
os passos do indivíduo: o privado é compartilhado e comunicado para enganar a solidão.

A arte dá-nos um momento para descobrir as outras possibilidades. A arte facilita-nos o espaço 
emocional e o tempo para reflexão e contemplação. A abertura para a poiesis preenche um espaço 
pessoal, dota-o com o ar e a imaginação e traz a sensação da presença significante.

Este projecto conta com a capacidade especial do artista para ver, ouvir e reflectir sobre os 
padrões visuais e verbais, convertendo essas experiências em obras de arte; a capacidade especial 
do artista é a de compreensão e de descrição poética do ambiente cultural e político em que ele/ela 
se encontra.

A exposição “A Poética do Visual” reúne obras que envolvem o conceito de imagem, texto e auto-
-reflexão. Tratando o texto como imagem ou como objecto, ou traduzindo as imagens para texto, 
os artistas revelam a visualidade inerente da linguagem e da informatividade da imagem. A partir 
dessa transgressão do visual para o poético e do poético para o visual podemos compreender as 
questões que resvalam para longe de nós no quotidiano. 

As metafóricas descrições da realidade, tecnologicamente mediadas ou feitas à mão pelos artistas, 
desafiam as nossas convenções; exactamente nesta fronteira de perda do controlo sobre os 
habituais padrões associativos reside a capacidade de perceber a poética do visual.

Madina Ziganshina
Curadora da exposição
Aveiro, 2015 



Poesia Visual e Aveiro.

A Cultura e a Arte Contemporânea posicionam-se em Aveiro e cada vez mais como factor decisivo 
de qualificação e competitividade.
“A Poética do Visual”, expressão da criatividade dos nossos tempos, aplica o género maior da 
literatura portuguesa, precisamente a poesia, reflectido nos mais distintos objectos de arte e numa 
reunião de artistas de diversos países.
Obras que através do passaporte da Arte se encontram reflectindo a sua universalidade, espelhando 
e espalhando intensamente o desafio Art-Map da curadoria artística de Madina, num projecto 
relacionado com a sua formação na Universidade de Aveiro.
O conjunto de responsabilidades no domínio cultural deve ser partilhado com os agentes e criadores 
culturais, com governos locais, com as universidades, associações e outros agentes – e afinal 
pelos próprios cidadãos. Por isso, este projecto também reflecte o melhor reconhecimento pelo 
trabalho em rede.
Estamos pois convocados a este encontro sobre pontes de poesia, em canais da contemporaneidade, 
sempre com Ria.
Bem-vindos e vivam Aveiro também com Art-Map!

Dr. Miguel Capão Filipe
Vereador da Cultura

Poetry in Visual and Aveiro.

Poetry in Visual and Aveiro
Manifestations of Culture and Contemporary Art take place in Aveiro and are a significant sign of 
qualification and competitiveness.
“Poetry in Visual”, a creative expression of our time which attributes the high rate for literature 
and poetry in specific, is reflected through distinguished works of art and in a meeting of artists 
from different countries.
Intensely spreading artistic challenge Art-Map promotes works which through the passport of Art 
are assuming their universality.  Facilitated by the artist and curator Madina, the Art-Map is a 
project related to her research work at the University of Aveiro.
Art-Map shares a set of responsibilities in the cultural field with artists and cultural creators, with 
local governments, universities, associations and other agents – and, of course, with the citizens 
themselves. Thus, this project reflects the best indication for networking.
Therefore, we are called to this congregation of poetic bridges trough contemporary artistic 
channels, always with the Aveiro lagoon.
Welcome to experience Aveiro with Art-Map!

Dr. Miguel Capão Filipe
Councilor for Culture



“A Poética do Visual” reúne um conjunto de obras que visam reflectir sobre os conceitos de 
narrativa, texto e imagem e que, independentemente da sua proveniência geográfica ou médium 
utilizado, se caracterizam por uma busca do facto poético, “essa iminência de uma revelação que 
não se produz”, como dizia Borges (“A Muralha e os Livros”).

A organização e curadoria desta exposição inserem-se no projecto de investigação de Madina 
Ziganshina, aluna do Mestrado em Criação Artística Contemporânea do Departamento de 
Comunicação e Arte da Universidade de Aveiro. Ziganshina é a autora de ART-MAP, projecto de 
curadoria artística que se propõe desenvolver um modelo de organização de exposições / mostras 
colectivas em cidades portuguesas de pequena e média dimensão, desta forma contribuindo para a 
dinamização cultural das mesmas. 

“A Poética do Visual” inscreve-se numa já longa tradição de parcerias entre a Câmara Municipal 
de Aveiro e o Mestrado em Criação Artística Contemporânea da Universidade de Aveiro; mestrado 
que existe deste 2005 e constitui uma referência no panorama cultural da cidade. Valorizando 
as questões inerentes à investigação no domínio da arte contemporânea, o  mestrado procura 
instaurar uma reflexão sobre o discurso a materialidade da produção artística, permitindo aos 
alunos desenvolver competências avançadas no âmbito das metodologias e práticas de investigação 
em arte; caracteriza-se pela utilização de novas tecnologias aplicadas à produção artística, e por 
uma abordagem compreensiva às diversas áreas científicas envolvidas, entendidas como um 
domínio transdisciplinar.

Pedro Bessa, Ph.D.
DeCA, Universidade de Aveiro



Museu da Cidade de Aveiro

1.Haley Fiddler, UK
2.Rui Vieira, Portugal
3.Cláudia Lopes, Portugal
4.Maria Tzoutzouli, Serbia 
5.Ana Margarida Miranda Simões, Portugal
6.Rita Evangelho, Portugal
7.Stathis Dimitriadis, UK
8.Helena Lobato, Portugal
9.Aparício Farinha, Portugal
10.Monika Rak, Poland
11.Aaf Woldinga, The Netherlands
12.Patricia Gulyas, France 
13.Iselin Page, Norway
14.Krzysztof Kaczmar, Poland 
15.Dina Alenquer, Portugal 
16.Pedro Espanhol, Portugal
17.Ying Yan Lau, France 
18.Jack McHugh, UK
19.Pedro Rego, Portugal
20.Linda Carreiro & Richard Smolinski, Canada
21.Malgorzata Dawidek, Poland

22.Ana Rita Wever, Portugal
23.Paulo Medeiros, Mozambique
24.Kathleen  Kuchera, Portugal
25.Francisco Quelhas Lima, Portugal
26.Debora, Portugal
27.Valentina, Italy
28.Mariana Santos, Portugal
29.Luigi Francischello, Italy
30.João R. Ferreira, Portugal
31.Juliano Freires de Araújo, Brazil 
32.Rosa Maria Sá Figuieiredo, Portugal 
33.Victor Valqui Vidal, Perú/Denmark
34.Yoann Ximenes, France
35.Maja Kirovska, Macedonia

           Video works
36.David Ian Bickley, Ireland
37.Shinji Toya, UK/Japan
38.Patrícia Corrêa, Portugal
39.Colby Jennings, USA
40.Robin Vollmar, Germany
41.Krefer, Brazil
42.Mark Langley, UK

pland of building                                 active exhibition area

r/c,     ground floor

piso 1,      first floor

piso 2, second floor



Galeria da Capitania                     
                         
43.Teresa Gil, Portugal
44.Tony Rikcaby, UK 
45.Rodrigo Canhão, Portugal
46.joana, Portugal
47.Renata Corado, Portugal
48.Filipa Cruz, Portugal
49. Marcela Jardón, Argentina
50.José Carlos Peres Barreiros, Portugal
51.Segismundo, Portugal
52.Eduardo Alves Rodrigues, Brazil
53.Nara Walker, UK 
54.Adi Berenice Gues e Silva, Brazil
55.Chung Chack, USA
56.Nivedita Saha, UA Emirates
57.Vicente Runé, Chile
58.Cristiana Batalha Pereira Gomes, Portugal
59.Isabel Nena Patim, Portugal
60.Ting Bao, China/Italy
61.Andreia Maria Ferrari, Brazil
62.Luís Soares Freire, Portugal
63.José Seatra, Portugal
64.Amélie Beaudroit, UK
65.Javier Antuña, Spain
66.Patrícia Ferreira, Portugal
67.Mathias Will, Germany
68.António Cabral Castilho, Portugal
69.Catarina Real, Portugal  
70.Hami Onur Bingol, Turkey
71.Marion Stuart, UK
72.Mélanie Rodrigues, Portugal
73.Anita  Gratzer, Austria
74.Isabel Esteves, Portugal
75.Cláudia Oliveira, Portugal
76.Jose Chapuça, Portugal
77.Albert van Loon, The Netherlands
78.Renan Tobbias, Brazil
79.Isabel de Andrade, Portugal

80.Hugo da Silva Moreira, Portugal
81.Ana Couceiro, Portugal
82.Ewa Kulesza, Poland
83.Argyro Ralli Manta, Greece
84.Kristina Rutar, Slovenia
85.Helena Santos, Portugal 
86.Elisa Vranko, Chile
87.Nur Cemelelioglu Altın, Turkey
88.Rogério do Carmo Guimarães, Portugal
89.Mide Plácido, Portugal
90.Nicole Vanessa Póvoa de Matos, Portugal
91.Sofia Cravo, Portugal
92.Diogo Adalberto Soares Vieira, Portugal
93.Maria Cunha, Portugal
94.Abdolreza Rabeti, Iran
95.Vera Lossau, Germany
96.Beth Conte, Portugal/Brazil
97.Telma Salema, Portugal

                Video works
98.Daniel Wechsler, Israel
99.Markus Soukup, UK
100.Leonard Kuipers, The Netherlands 
101.Tara Tate,  Cyprus/UK
102.Kosmas Giannoutakis, Greece 
103.Simon Welch, UK 
104.Alexander Isaenko, Ukraine 
105.Kyra Garrigue, USA 

Associação cultural ‘Mercado Negro’

106.Karina Mitchell aka Misprint Thursday, USA 
107.Arnont Nongyao, Thailand
108.Avishai Sivan, Israel 
109.Montserrat Rodríguez aka nyx10110, Spain 
110.Daniel Djamo, Romania 

111.José Plácido, Portugal



1.    Haley Fiddler, UK

“Lovehaiku”
installation/digital collage

29.7 x 47 cm 
2014

1

2.   Rui Vieira, Portugal

3.   Cláudia Lopes, Portugal 4.   Maria Tzoutzouli, Serbia 

“Galope”
 eupcaliptus tree root sculpture

 pine base
 180 x 55 cm

“A memória”
23 papers A2 and 7 papers 10 x 10 cm

installation from series A FORMA (des)FEITA
2013-2015

“Black Eyes”
inspired by poem 
acrylic on canvas 

32 x 24 cm

www.mariatzoutzouli.com

facebook.com/hayleysartpage facebook.com/São Truca

www.claudiarochalopes.blogspot.pt



“Palavras”
art object (detail)
mixed technique

80 x 30 cm

“Olho de Deus”
collage and guache

48,5 x 46,5 cm 
2015

“Escape from Reason”
ceramic rings, metallic base

 220 x 15 x 15 cm
2015

“Ode ao Gato com Vicente van Gogh”
oil on canvas
90 x 150 cm

2012

5.   Ana Margarida Fernandes, Portugal 6.   Rita Evangelho, Portugal 

7.   Stathis Dimitriadis, UK 8.   Helena Lobato, Portugal 

2

anammsf@gmail.com rita.evangelho@sapo.pt

www.stathis-dimitriadis.com www.sites.google.com/site/atelierdahelenalobato



9.   Aparício Farinha, Portugal

11.   Aaf Woldinga, The Netherlands 12.  Patricia Gulyas, France 

10.  Monika Rak, Poland

“Brinquedos do meu Tempo”
oil on canvas
40 x 60 cm

2012 

“- Together? Forever! Boy…”
touch-object with words embroidered  in braille 

artistic installation
100 x 100 x 2 cm

            “Horse” or “Mirroring the past in shaping the present”
           print on fine art paper

             60 x 50 cm, limited edition 
             2014

“A Haida Canoe”
painting on wood

73 x 54 cm
2014

www.aartedofarinha.blogspot.com www.monikarak.pl

www.aafwoldinga.nl www.gulyaspatricia.wordpress.com
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13.  Iselin Page, Norway 14.  Krzysztof Kaczmar, Poland  

15.  Dina Alenquer, Portugal 16.  Pedro Espanhol, Portugal

“Poem”
installation

print on paper 
20 x 30 cm

“Experiences of the honeydew consciousness”
intermedia installation

2013

“Pesca”
acrylic, paper and net

35 x 52 cm
2015

“O Homem-Gamba que queria ser Lagostim”
acrylic on canvas

60 x 60 cm
2013

iselin.page@live.no www.krzysztofkaczmar.com

www.pedroespanhol.blogspot.ptdina.alenquer@gmail.com
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17.  Ying Yan Lau, France 18.  Jack McHugh, UK

19.  Pedro Rego, Portugal 20. Linda Carreiro & Richard Smolinski, Canada 

“Painting on canvas and still life”
final presentation: photography

30 x 30 cm
 2015

“Here And Now And Then”
acrylic on canvas
100 x 50 x 4 cm

2015

“Amar é não ver. Sentir é morrer”
mixed technique on canvas 

80 x 65 cm 
2015

“Summary”
installation of paper veils 

2013/2014

www.nigynagy.jimdo.com/painting/ jmchugh_1@hotmail.com

www.lindacarreiro.ca

5

www.facebook.Pedro-Rego-Artista-Plástico



21.  Malgorzata Dawidek, Poland 22. Ana Rita Wever, Portugal

23. Paulo Medeiros, Mozambique 24. Kathleen  Kuchera, Portugal

From the RGB series: “Green”
 digital print
42 x 60 cm

2014

“Nuvens I”
acrylic on canvas

70 x 140 cm
2013

“Bastaria ...”
mixed technique on canvas 

100 x 63 cm
 

“Text on Skids”
color pencil on wood

106 X 69 cm
2014

www.dawidek.art.pl www.anawever.com

www.paulomedeiros.eu www.kucheraart.tumblr.com
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25. Francisco Quelhas Lima, Portugal 26. Débora, Portugal

27. Doodles Evolution (Valentina), Italy

“Sunset-Poetry”
 photography
 60 x 80 cm

2015

“A pausa do Marnoto”
acrylic on canvas 

80 x 120 cm
2014

“In My Mind”
drawing with ink and collage on paper

33 x 48 cm
2015

“Guerra Colonial”
acrylic on paper
 40.5 x 30.5 cm

28. Mariana Santos, Portugal

www.instagram.com/Franksphotograph www.deborart.carbonmade.com

doodlesevolution@gmail.com www.cargocollective.com/marianasantos
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29. Luigi Francischello, Italy 30. João R. Ferreira, Portugal

31.  Juliano Freires de Araújo, Brazil

“Mystico-1”
acrylic on canvas 

70 x 70 cm
2012

“Jumbo II”
pen on paper
152 x 152 cm

2013

“Olhar”
aquarelle on paper

30 x 21 cm
2015

“ As Cores da India”
oil and acrylic on canvas

50 x 70 cm
 2014

32. Rosa Maria Sá Figuieiredo, Portugal 
julianofreire99@hotmail.com romaria.figueiredo@gmail.com

8

luigi.francischello@alice.it www.joaoribeiroferreira.blogspot.pt



33. Victor Valqui Vidal, Perú/Denmark 34. Yoann Ximenes, France

35. Maja Kirovska, Macedonia

“Open your Heart”
wood and metal objects 

found in a trash container
19 x 12.5 x 2.5 cm

“Organisms II”
installation

  tinted liquid and medical bags 

“Materials”
video art

 the 1st part of a landscape trilogy

36. David Ian Bickley, Ireland

“Le-Big-Bang-de-Louise”
six acoustic drawings 

artistic installation

www.vvv591.wix.com/victor-vidal www.facebook.com/YoannXimenes

www.majakirovska.com www.davidianbickley.com
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“Tart”
video art

duration: 13:50 min
 2014

“Reorganisation“
graphic animation

and
experimental printmaking 

“Topology of Pixels“
video art

duration: 5.52 minutes
2011/2012

“Body without Organs”
video performance
duration: 9.14 min

December 2012 Bielsko-Biała, Poland

37. Shinji Toya, UK/Japan 38. Patrícia Corrêa, Portugal

39. Colby Jennings, USA 40. Robin Vollmar, Germany 

www.cargocollective.com/stoya www.patriciacorrea.net

www.colbyjennings.com www.robinvollmar.de
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43. Teresa Gil, Portugal

First piece from the “N”visual poetry series
video art

from collection of thoughts on life, sex & death

“mimic II”
video art

duration: 3. 50 min
2015

“Entrelaçado” 
acrylic on canvas

30 x 30 cm
2012

“Round-the-Block”
digital print
50 x 50 cm

2014

41.  Krefer, Brazil 42. Mark Langley, UK

44. Tony Rikcaby, UK

vimeo.com/krefer www.langleymdl.wix.com/marklangley

www.gilteresa.blospot.pt www.tonyrickaby.co.uk
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46. joana, Portugal

47. Renata Corado, Portugal 48. Filipa Cruz, Portugal

“María de las Nieves“
photography series

 77 x 52 cm
2015

“Dessine-moi”
graffiti over wood

aprox. 80 x 90 x 80 cm, 10 kg
2014

“Fagulhas”(Sparks)
acrylic on canvas

70 x 50 cm
2012

“Since we”
installation

flour on the floor
2014

45. Rodrigo Canhão, Portugal
https://rodrigo.culturalspot.org joanacalueque@gmail.com

www.renatacorado.wordpress.com www.filipacruz.format.com
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49. Marcela Jardón, Argentina 50. José Carlos Barreiros, Portugal

51.  Segismundo, Portugal 52. Eduardo Alves Rodrigues, Brazil

“The sound of your love”
artist’s book, acrylic, pen, writing

8 x 20 x 15 cm
2013

“Cesto de Pêras”
oil on canvas
60 x 60 cm

2015

                                    “Timeless”
    hand painting, spray, brush, latex paint in relief and personal technique
                                                   52 x 57 cm
                                                        2014

“Mise-en-Abyme”                       
mixed technique
64 x 41 x 15 cm

2014

peresbarreiros@gmail.comwww.marcelajardon.net

hugo.segismundo@gmail.com facebook.com/xdudsx
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53. Nara Walker, UK 54. Adi Berenice Gues e Silva, Brazil

55. Chung Chack , USA 56. Nivedita Saha, UA Emirates

“Poetic Abstraction”
oil on canvas
50 x 50 cm

2014

“O Leitor”
photofraphy
30 x 45 cm

 2014

“Two boys at sunset”
archival digital print

 12 x 12 inches
 2012

“Show me Faith”
photography

print on canvas
80 x 45 cm

www.naraisart.com guezberenice@gmail.com

www.chungchak.com niviarts@gmail.com
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57. Vicente Runé, Chile 58. Cristiana Gomes, Portugal

59. Isabel Nena Patim, Portugal 60. Ting Bao, China/Italy

“MONOTON-III”
digital print in cotton paper mounted on  aluminium composite panel

40 x 52 cm

“Gota”
photography
20 x 30 cm

“Do Tempo”
 ou a passagem das horas

photography
110 x 45 cm

2014

“Memory Land”
photography

28.5 x 28.5 cm

www.vicenterune.com www.fotografia-artistica.webnode.pt

isabelp@ufp.edu.pt www.baotingphotography.weebly.com
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61.  Dhéia Ferrari, Brazil 62. Luís Soares Freire, Portugal

63. José Seatra, Portugal 64. Amélie Beaudroit, UK

“Embaixo d’água”
photography
 30 x 40 cm

 2015

“Welcome”
installation

shoes on carpet

“Estendal-Citadino”
photography
59.4 x 84 cm

2015

“When Night Falls”
oil on canvas
 50 x 60 cm

 2014

www.instagram.com/dheiaferrari www.escoladascaldas.com/Persistencia

joseatra@hotmail.com www.amelie-beaudroit.com

16



65. Javier Antuña, Spain 66.Patrícia Ferreira, Portugal

67. Mathias Will, Germany 68. António Cabral Castilho, Portugal

“Dinner”
acrylic on canvas

100 x 89 cm
2014

“Melancholy Ballerina”
acrylic on wood 

60 x 60 cm 
2014

“Paris, je dis: Oui”
artis’s book  
10 x 15 cm

2008/2014

“Coisas do nada e daqui”
photography
 27 x 27 cm

2015

www.javierantunazamarro.net www.patriciaelaferreira.tumblr.com

www.wolkenunddreck.de www.facebook.com/antonio.c.castilho
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69. Catarina Real, Portugal  70. Hami Onur Bingol, Turkey

71.  Marion Stuart, UK 72.  Mélanie Rodrigues, Portugal

“A Amante Inglesa ”
engraving, unique probe, dry point and etching

75.5 x 58 cm
2014

 “Image from Turkey”
 error-graphy

35 x 50 cm
2014

“Vessel”
ceramic and paper porcelain clay

30 x 12 x 10 cm
 2014

“Globus”
art object, faience

10.5 x 10.5 cm
2014

catarinareal_3@hotmail.com www.onurbingol.com.tr

marionjohns@hotmail.co.uk melanierodrigues.mail@gmail.com

18



73. Anita  Gratzer, Austria 74.  Isabel Esteves, Portugal

75. Cláudia Oliveira, Portugal 76. Jose Chapuça, Portugal

“Vanitas”
digital print of analogue picture 

30 x 40 cm
2015

“Entre o Sono e o Sonho”
inspired  by the poem of Fernando Pessoa “Entre o Sono e o Sonho” (1933)

watercolor
2015 

“Entrance PINK”
 photography
120 x 90 cm

2014

“Da minha Janela Vejo o quanto se pode ver do Universo”
collage on canvas

40 x 60 cm

www.anita-gratzer.net www.isabel-canento-esteves.blogspot.pt

123oliveiralau@gmail.com jchapuca@hotmail.com
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77. Albert van Loon, The Netherlands 78. Renan Tobbias, Brazil

79. Isabel de Andrade, Portugal 80. Hugo da Silva Moreira, Portugal

“Amor Omnia Vincit“
cardboard, wood, acrylics

90  x 58  x 19 cm
2014

“Emaranhado”
photography
30 x 40 cm

2013

“Mistério da Flor Vermelha”
 papier mache on iron wire structure

172 x 68 x 42cm 
2014

“Douro-abaixo”
ptint on canvas

80 x 50cm
2012

www.facebook.com/AlbertvanLoon www.renantobbias.com.br

www.isabeldeandrade.com hugodasilvamoreira@hotmail.com
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81.  Ana Couceiro, Portugal 82. Ewa Kulesza, Poland

83. Argyro Ralli Manta, Greece 84. Kristina Rutar, Slovenia

“Dama”
painting mixed technique

70 x 90 cm

“Spacetime”
artist’s book

mixed technique

“Voando no espaço” (Flying in space)
acrylic on canvas

81 x 65 cm
2015

“Puzzled I”
collage

 120 x 180 cm
 2015

couceiroana@gmail.com ewakulesza@poczta.onet.pl

argyroralli@gmail.com rutar.kristina@gmail.com
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85. Helena Santos, Portugal 86. Elisa Vranko, Chile

87. Nur Cemelelioglu Altın, Turkey

“Carpet for lady Happiness”
sculprure 

paper, acrylic and thread
50 x 120 x 120 cm

“Cicatrices” (Scars)
digital print

46.9 x 62.2 cm
2015

“Prague tramway”
  error-graphy

35 x 50 cm
2014

“Acqua Bella”
aquarella

14.8 × 21 cm 
2013

88. Telma Salema Valente, Portugal

www.helenasantos.com www.elisavranko.com

nurcaltin@gmail.com www.behance.net/telmitadastreet
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“Fernando Pessoa”
digital illustration

59.4 x 84.1 cm
2015

“Coeur”
mixed technique on canvas

 90 x 90 cm
2012

89. Rogério Guimarães, Portugal 90. Mide Plácido, Portugal

91.  Nicole Vanessa Matos, Portugal 92. Sofia Cravo, Portugal

“Untitled” from the series ‘Day In, Day Out’
graphite andcharcoal on paper, folding table. 

 60 x 60 x 70 cm
2014

Projecto “She”
installation (detail)

series of photography
2015

rcm.crespo@gmail.com mideplacido@gmail.com

www.nicolematos.pt www.sofiacravoart.com
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95. Abdolreza Rabeti, Iran

“O Nosso Ouro”
installation

limestone and gold paper
80 x 80 x 7 cm

“Indescritível”
mixed media (acrylic, oil pastel, gold fix) on canvas

30 x 40 cm
2015

“Dancing of Nature”
acrylic on canvas

56 x 56 cm
2014

“Lenau-Polymergips”
cast of book of N. Lenaus (1802-1926) poems

16 x 23 x 3 cm
2015

93. Diogo Soares Vieira, Portugal 94. Maria Cunha, Portugal

96. Vera Lossau, Germany

diogoavieira@gmail.com mariacunha@vme.com.pt

www.abart.ir www.vera-lossau.com
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98. Daniel Wechsler, Israel

“Unknown path”
video art

key & light trifle
2015

www.daniel-wechsler.com/#!audio/ck0q

99. Avishai Sivan, Israel

“Or Yehuda Town Squares”
video art

www.avishaisivan.com
100. Leonard Kuipers, The Netherlands

   “Observations of waiting people at train stations”
vídeo tryptisch, installation

duration: 8.95 min.

www.leonardkuipers.com
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“Iniciação”
mixed technique on canvas

120 x 80 cm

97. Beth Conte, Portugal/Brazil
angela.faifer@hotmail.com



102. Kosmas Giannoutakis, Greece 

“Zeitleben/Timelife”
game piece

for double bass and live audiovisual processes 
2015

www.kosmasgiannoutakis.eu

103. Simon Welch, UK 

“Prelude” 
video art

duration: 7.07 min
2014

www.daniel-wechsler.com
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104. Montserrat Rodríguez aka nyx10110, Spain
www.cargocollective.com/nyx10110

“Voy hacia donde las olas huelen a sol”
experimental video art 

duration: 2 min
2012

“Indulge and Devour“
performance/installation

2014

101. Tara Tate,  Cyprus /UK
www.taratate.com



106.Karina  Misprint, USA 

“Transcend the Bomb” 
video art

based on a poem by the artist

www.karinamitchell.com

107. Arnont Nongyao, Thailand

“Drink Sky On Rabbit’s Field (Lost Control)”
video art

2014

www.arnontnongyao.com
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“White Air”
music by The HET
duration: 5.36 min

2010

108. Alexander Isaenko, Ukraine
www.isaenko.net

“Un space”
video installation 

2011

105. Markus Soukup, UK
www.toofastproductions.co.uk
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110. Daniel Djamo, Romania 
www.djamo.weebly.com

“Inspired by Carl Sandburg’s “Grass”
 poem and by the Battle of Liege (5-16.08.1914).

video art

111.  José Plácido, Portugal
joseplacidoescultor@gmail.com

“Invasoras ”
installation 

de`Ançã stone, stainless steel 
2015

“Poem: Untold story”
video art

duration: 5 min
2015

109. Kyra Garrigue, USA 
kyra.garrigue@gmail.com

Project ART-MAP is grateful 
for all artists for their participation.

Obrigado.



ART-MAP é uma iniciativa de curadoria artística que visa promover obras de artistas plásticos em cidades Portuguesas de 

média dimensão, através de um circuito de exposições colectivas de arte em galerias municipais e de uma Galeria Virtual. 

Convidando os artistas nacionais e internacionais a participar com as suas obras em mostras temporárias, o projecto 

ART-MAP promove arte e incentiva o intercâmbio cultural.

A motivação curadorial é a de facilitar a comunicação do discurso e a visibilidade das ideias. O diálogo vivo da curadoria 

entre o fluxo criativo e a gestão equitativa estabelece marcos culturais e abre as novas possibilidades para vivenciar a 

arte.

ART-MAP agradece as parcerias da Câmara Municipal de Aveiro e da Universidade de Aveiro e as colaborações da 

Associação Cultural Mercado Negro e art-café Disha Gourmandise. 

ART-MAP is a curatorial initiative to promote the work of artists in medium size cities in Portugal via a circuit of curated art 

exhibitions in municipal galleries and at an online gallery. Inviting national and international artists to participate with their 

creative works in temporary shows ART-MAP project promotes art and encourages cultural exchange. 

The curatorial concern is to facilitate the communication of artistic discourse and the visibility of ideas. Vivid dialog between 

the creative flow and equitable management establishes cultural landmarks and opens new possibilities to experience art. 

ART-MAP is an inspiring way for artists to discover new spaces and audiences.

ART-MAP curatorial project is grateful for the partnerships of the Municipality of Aveiro and of the University of 

Aveiro and the collaborations of Cultural Association Mercado Negro and art-cafe Disha Gourmandise.



Mapa do Evento/Map of Event
(designed by João Godinho)
Mapa do Evento/Map of Event
(designed by João Godinho)



Cámara Municipal de Aveiro

A Cámara Municipal de Aveiro I Museu da Cidade de Aveiro declara que a arlista

Madina Ziganshina, fez a curadoria artística da exposigáo A Poéticct dr¡ Visual.

O conceito apresenta trabalhos criativos em que a poesia é a mensagem que subordina a

escolha do tema e da técnica. A exposigáo conta com a presenga de cerca de 100 artistas

de diversas nacionalidades, incluindo pegas de pintura, escultura, fbtografia, instalagáo e

vídeo.

O Museu da Cidade de Aveiro e a Galeria do Edificio da Antiga Capitania, receberam

este projeto internacional de 26 de Julho a 30 de Agosto.

Aveiro, 20 de Agosto de 2015

Dr. Miguel Capño Filipe

Vereador da Cultura da Cámara Municipal de Aveiro




